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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

WOMEH'S PATHWAYS:
IDENTIFYING ACCESS POIHTS

TO

LEADERSHIP

JODY ANN ROSENBLOOM

SEPTEMBER 1995

J_Thesis

_Leadership Application Project
This thesis explores women's access to leadership positions and how
women's llfe choices affect their leadership options. The hypotheses of the
study include: 1) the assumption that gender affects access to leadership
positions, 2) the discovery of a balance in role juggling is crucial to maintaining

a leadership role, and 3) the access points to recruit and retain women in
leadership positions can be enhanced.
Beginning with the premise that it is desirable to have women in
leadership roles,

r

review of literature explores the leadership, history, and

sociology that is specific to leadership access and the portrayal of gender roles.
lssues that become evident include: 1) the definition of leader varies with the
times and paradigm, 2) there is controversy as to whether leadership is an
inborn trait or a developed skill, some combination of the two, and/or a product

of a specific social dynamic, and 3) the roles people juggle are difficult to isolate
and are often complex interdependent systems within cultures.
A theoretical model was developed that examines the key factors of

visibility, accessibility, and viability in terms of the women leaders themselves,
their families, and their workplaces. Participants are Twin Cities women
leaders, between the ages of 30-70, who have had positional titles within the
last 10 years. Data are derived from the responses of these women who
participated in focus groups or as questionnaire respondents. The research
finds that the women studied perceive few barriers and many opportunities
toward their leadership positions. Being a parent is the most significant role
affecting women's options. The results validate the usefulness of the theoretical
model.
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PERSONAL NOTE: TOPIC SELECTION PROCESS

ln approaching this topic, my goal lvas to understand the role of women
in the leadership process. The topic intrigued me because there was

dissonance between my girlhood expectations and my adulthood experiences.
I grew up in the 1960s and 1970s when feminism became a powerful

sociological force affecting the definition of roles. I was raised with the

message: "You can do anything you want to do." While I heard this message,
my experiences challenged the assumption that anything was possible for

women. My peers were having children and struggling with support systems
that limited their career and leadership opportunities: spouses with demanding
work schedules, inadequate child care arrangements, and workplaces that
based promotions/partnership eligibility on very traditional role definitions. Top
level public and corporate jobs had stress and time demands that, to many of
my friends, were not worth the compensation. The traditional networks of the

women volunteer, school Parent Teacher Associations, League of Women

voters, and Girl scouts, provided leadership opportunities that were rarely
recognized outside their own small spheres. I had trouble reconciling
possibilities for women and leadership with rny own experiences.
Looking to clarify the process of leadership, I enrolled in the Master of
Arts in Leadership (MAL) program at Augsburg College. ln my first course,

'Foundations of Leadership," we read about Machiavelli, Plato, and prominent
political figures in periods of war. When the time came to choose the Ieader for
our final project, most of the class chose men: Ernest Hemingway, the author,

Lyndon Baines Johnson, Franklin Delano Floosevelt, and Winston Churchi[, all
presidents and heads of state. A few of us chose women: Eleanor Roosevelt,
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Jane Addams, and Emma Goldman, all famous political and social reformers.
Most MAL students were leaders or potential leaders in organizations and

communities. I questioned the process of choice that resulted in a predominant
selection of famous men.
Throughout the MAL prograffi, famous people were used as role models
and examples. Bill Morris in teaching 'Political Leadership" used The lron Ladl,
(Young, 1989), a book about Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher and Rooseve-lt:
The Lion and the Fox (Burns, 1956), a book about President Franklin Roosevelt.
The survey books which covered theories across the discipline, such as
Politisal Leadership (Kellerman, 1986) and ldeology and Lea-dership
(Folkertsma, 1988), also used famous historical figures to illustrate key points.
ln class, wB learned about leadership traits and style. We wrestled with
unanswerable questions such

as: ls one born a leader or socialized

into

becoming a leader? We thought about leadership mainly in the context of
famous and well-known leaders. While famous and historical people had
lessons to teach us, we did not approach leadership with a sense of our own

inclusion. We initially excluded ourselves and our communities as ready
examples of a leadership dynamic.
I strengthened my search for leadership applications in daily

life. "social

Change" and "Global Peace and Economics" were classes that focused on
social systems. Using texts, Contemporarv SociAl Welfare (Bell, 1gB7),
Families in Peril (Edelman, 1987), Building a Sustainable Peace (Brown, 1gB1)
and The Global Eqonomy (Gondolf, Marcus, & Dougherty, lgBE), Professors

Link, Hertzberg and Gupta taught about individual reponsibility in a global

context. I added a global context to my famous male leadership model. Thus
far, I saw few options for becoming a leader myself. The journey between
everyday personhood and national recognition was ditficult to discern.
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The interdisciplinary approach to leadership provided many
perspectives. My goal was personalizing the information. ln addition to
expanding my knowledge, I wanted the experience of direct application. What

I

expected, did not happen. Processes that had appeared simple became

complex. Communicating about everyday experiences was constantly
challenged. Variables affecting information transmission were examined in the

classes 'Methods of Critical Thought", "Ethics in Communication", and
"Decision-Making and Technology". Personal skills development was taught in
"Self ldentity, Values and Personal Growth" and "Creativity and Problem

Solving". Psychological motivations were included in texts like Fleal power
(Hagberg, 1g&4) and Control Theory (Glasser, 1984). Communication, skills
development and motivations were taught in an individual context as well as a
societal context. The tension between simplicity and complexity was paralyzing

the application process.
Course readings such as !-eaders; The $trateoy for Change (Bennis &
Nanus, 1985), The Ch.ar,roe Ma$ters: lnnovation fof Productivity in the American
Corooration (Kanter, 1 983), and $ervant-Leadership (Greenleaf,

lgl7l

provided a partial framework for integration of coursework into leadership

application. Gontext of leadership was strengthened by the philosophy and
vision expressed by Bennis. Corporate structure was defined by Kanter.
Guiding principles were otfered by Greenleaf. I wanted more from the
questioning and hard work of the last three years. I wanted to understand

the

role of women in leadership and the role of the leadership process in my life.
For my thesis I chose to explore an issue which lay within the missing
dimension of theory and application. I believed in the importance of enlarging
the pool of women leaders. t saw two tensions that confronted the experience
of women as leaders. One, the definitions and models of leadership frequenly
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ignored women. Two, women's choices frequently excluded them from the
traditional leadership ladders in public and corporate sectors. Therefore, did
definitions and models need to be expanded to include arenas where $/omen
have led? Did the system need to adjust to accommodate a wider range of life

choices so that women could feel supported in leadership roles that fell within
the traditional models and definitions? This paper became an exploration of
these questions in the context of local Twin Cities women leaders. Therefore, to
complete my vision of a practical application framework for leadership, t am
studying within my own community.

The MAL program began addressing the arena of women and leadership
in the winter of 1992 with the class "Women and Leadership," taught by

Professor Norma Noonan. The process of developing the course began in
1990 while Professor Noonan was on sabbatical. This course was given core
elective course status as of the

fall of 1992, more than five years after the MAL

program began. I missed this classroom opportunity since I had finished my
course requirements by the winter of 1992. Fortunately, Professor Noonan was
available to be my thesis advisor so we shared a synthesis of experience and
knowledge which greaily supported my etforts.

CHAPTEH

1

INTRODUCTION

This paper explores and identifies the life choices of local women who
are currently leaders in the Twin Cities and assesses the implications of these
choices on leadership or leadership potential.

Co-ntext
Leadership roles are changing in today's society. Changes in
industrialization, modernization, political boundaries, community structure,
finance, and family structure affect the way people think about themselves and
the world. Although men dominate leadership in government and corporate
otfices, riromen are increasingly present. Although hierarchical, governmental
and corporate power are still viewed as the primary leadership model, new
horizontal power structures are broadening the view of leadership possibilities.
ln the United States, each generation creates a new constellation in the
division of labor and the perception of roles. People have the opportunity and
challenge to make new choices, especially during the periods of transition.
Three centuries ago, the family was the fundamental unit responsible for
economic production, the transfer of survival trade skills, and the care of the
extended family. Both men and wornen were part of this localized unit. Several
generations later, wilh the introduction of industry, the work place was
moved
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beyond the household (Mclaughlin, Melber, Billy, Zimmerle, Winges, &
Johnson, 1988). The industrial trend encouraged men to work outside the
home and women to remain inside the home. During World War ll, many
women joined the industrial workforce as men left to fight the

war. ln our era,

the arenas of interaction within family and community are further affected by
increased mobility and the shitt from an industrial production economy to a
technological, information-based economy. Acknowledging that a multitude of
societal changes are affecting roles is as important as the specifics of each

individual change.
Tensions accompany change. Resistance manifests itself in attempts to
maintain the status quo. Women are changing their roles in the workplace and

other areas of responsibility. At the same time women continue to bear and
have primary responsibility to raise children. The roles of worker, spouse,

protector, and nurturer may be borne out of necessity or by choice. Additionally,

the changing roles of women may be negotiated within individual
circumstances as well as societal context. There are a variety of ways that
women have historically coped with the juggling of roles. The norm for some
working class uromen, women of color, and women from other cultures has
been to both work and raise a family.

Yet

each woman's circumstance may

also include extended family help or a family business which supports the
juggling of the roles.
Women otten define themselves as helpers, responsible for maintaining

the household and family welfare. Their role, as responsible for household
chores (e.g. shopping), helps women establish social and economic
connections within the community. Many of the traditional economic,
educational and welfare functions of the family are increasingly transferred to
agencies outside the home. This shift of responsibility in the family can have
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several repercussions, depending on women's options. Family life and
women's roles are affected by industrialization in the United States.
....changes in government, law, economy, and religion tending toward
centralization, rationalization, and uniformity worked to limit women's lives
further and deprive most of them of powers and opportunities available to
some women in earlier eras. (Anderson & Zinsser, 1988, pg. y*ii).

lf the women no longer have a place in the community, they need a new sense

of self. Some women choose or have access to entering the work and
education arenas.

'

Currently, while growing numbers of women work outside the home,
women bear the double responsibilities of maintaining the home and an outside

job. Women are expected to run households, including caring for children,

in

addition to maintaining job responsibilities. Sometimes referred to as the
Domestic Double Standard ($prankle, 1986) or the "second shift" (Hochschild,
1989), the iuggling of responsibilities in two major spheres has only increased
womEn's stress level without adjusting role expectations. The result is both

pressure on the individual women and a push for the community to adjust and
change in order to accomodate and suppofi the emerging role of women.
Adjusting to change, communities negotiate existing value systems with
emerging value systems. The dynamic of change includes the component of

leadership. A leader influences people and helps guide change. The dynamic
of change also involves choice. This paper explores how women combine life
choices with leadership opportunities in this generation.

I
Delim itation
This paper does not focus on men's life choices. Given the changing role
patterns in today's society, such a study would be interesting. Men juggle many
of the same resposibilities as women, yet their choices frequently result in a

different balance. A man's career tends to dominate a significant proportion of
his time. When he choses to give time to family and community in more equal

proportions to his career, his pattern becomes less traditional and tends to fit the

characteristics of the target population of this study, Whether traditional and
non-traditional role divisions atfect men's leadership opportunities would be a
useful contrast to this study of women and might be an interesting thesis topic.

Leadership. Women and

Lif

e

Choices

Women choose to lead in a broad variety of styles. Are there choices
women make that influence their leadership options? One example of
leadership is large scale, visible positions such as presidents of countries,
CEOs of corporations, or high level government appointees where the majority

of work and social time is spent in a leadership role. The definition of a
positional leader is a person who by iob or organizational otfice has a title that
identifies the leadership role. The popular leadership models in this country

over the last decades have tended to be political (presidents and military
generals), corporate (CEOs and millionaires) and media molded (athletes and
movie stars). The publicly acelaimed leaders of the United States are usually
men who have a high level position, excelling in a specific career.

Leadership also exists in less dramatic and visible arenas. Other
examples of leadership include the "unsung hero;" the grassroots organizer, the

I
volunteer PTA chairperson, the small business entrepreneur, or college

professor. These leaders represent a wider spectrum of leadership that may or
may not have positional titles. A hypothesis of this study is that when a woman
is juggling several life priorities, she is likely to lead in less visible arenas.

Though her leadership arena is smaller, her leadership ability is comparable to
more visible leaders. She is an overlooked, yet integral pail of the larger

leadership

process.

\

The juggling process is how women seek life balance. "Life balance" is

described in Augsburg College's Leadership Assessment Dimensions as
discussed in Professor Ferguson's class "Self ldentity, Values and Personal
Growth" (Appendlx

A). Life balance

is the ability to prioritize the relative

importance or value of various activities and proportion the amount of time and
energy spent on each. Life balance includes pursuing personal stability
through involvement in diverse activities. ln the context of leadership, there is a
competition for time between life priorities. Some leadership positions may
necessitate an imbalance of life and a disproportionate amount of time given to

the leadership commitment.
A viable and less lauded approach to leadership is represented by
everyday people who iuggle several priorities. These people may excel in
many areas and/or may not excel in any one area. Women tend to fit this

category because of choices they have made and continue to make, in respect

to balancing family, community, life work, and/or financially supporting
themselves. The media describe women of the 1980s and 1 990s with a variety
of titles. The accomplished woman is referred to as successful (Brothers, 'lgBB)
or aS'supenroman" (Shaevitz, 1984). The modern woman may have a career
and family, and she is judged by her ability to fulfill the expectations of both

roles. The woman who tries to do everything may pay a price. The price may
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be personal such as emotional exhaustion or a physical ailment. The price may
be the eventual sacrifice of one component, such as a spouse, children, or

extended family teeiing neglected (Gallese, 1985). Other authors assume that
women who excel in careers are'the exception" and "the loner" (Raynor, 1983);
women make trade otfs when they develop in one direction.
The changing times and perspectives on women and their choices
provide new models to consider. The hierarchical, ladder model of
achievement and leadership is joined by a different structure referred to by
various theorists as a jigsaw puzzle (Raynor, 1983), quilt (Bateson, 1989),
playground jungle gym (Schwartz, 1992), or web (Helgeson, 1990).

The more traditional leadership style presumes that the leader knows what
to command and can predict events well enough to control everyone's
behavior closely. Not only is that seldom true anymore, but also more
employees are educated and expect to have a voice in decisions. (Allan
Fl, Cohen trom Debate, 1991 , p. 158)

A structure of patterns, pieces, multiple levels, and flexibility is becoming
accepted as an important model for surviving in today's changing society.
Within the cultural climate of the U.S., women make choices which atfect

their leadership options and style. What contributes to a woman seeing herself
as a leader and the formation of her self image? When do others perceive a
woman as a leader? Which of the support systems of family, friends, workplace
or other affiliations promote leadership roles in each woman's life? This study
looks at the way women's life choices affect their leadership options. The life

choices are in the areas of education, lifestyle, parenting, household structure,
workplace, and leadership role. ln Chapter Two, the literature review highlights
three components which influence the leadership dynamic: visibility,
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accessibility, and viability. For the purpose of this paper, these terms are
defined as follows:

I
I

Visibility is the recognition of the leader in her position by herself and others.
Accessibility is the degree to which the organization fosters the inclusion and

recognition of women as leaders.

t

Viability refers to the potential leader's ability in her own decision making to

assess a fit between her priorities and options, oh one hand, and the leadership
opportunity, on the other hand. The definitions and perception of visibility and
accessibility atfect the viability decision making process. A theoretical model of
women's access points to leadership pathways is derived from the literature
review (Appendix B).
Chapter Three explains the research methodology which focuses on the
choices local women leaders believe they have, the personal priorities that
deterrnine their decision making processes, and the arena of leadership in

which they are engaged. For collecting basic quantitative information towards
answering the questions posed in this study, a select group of fifty Twin Cities
women leaders was surveyed. The suruey results are used to clarify variables
then used in correlations and factor analysis. Three focus groups add
qualitative and anecdotal information. Providing examples of women struggling
with their essential life choices and leadership enables men and women to look

for more options when contemplating their own choices. Exposure to choices is
an opportunity for expanding the range of role models and sharing the
experience of applicatlon. This research is intended as an exploration within a
limited sample to raise questions and possibilities and not as a comprehensive

study intending to represent women as a whole.
ln Chapter Four, the research data are reported by three demographic

categories: the women leaders, their families, and their workplaces. The

Augsburg Collogo Library
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findings of the correlations, factor analysis and focus groups are described and
compared to the theoretical model derived from the literature review. ln Chapter
Five the findings are analyzed. The study is summarized by addressing

questions such as: Can leadership be promoted as an option for women? ls
there a dynamic between leaders and the support systems in which they
function that is conducive to the formation of leaders? Under what personal
circumstances does a woman choose or maintain a leadership role? While
there is some concern that the structure of the study may wind up in "the
chicken/egg dilemma" of what comes first the leader or the context, a legitimate
question can be asked at this point: lf visibility and accessibility are improved,
can we tip the scale toward more women choosing to be leaders? The
summary includes a list of recommendations for both increasing supports to
maintain women in leadership positions and increasing supports to encourage
more women to make the choice to be leaders.

This study increases the visibility of wornen in the leadership process
and explores related issues of leadership accessibility. Then the elements of
viability are examined in making recommendations for improving the viability of
leadership as an option for women. Although these elements do not ensure a
leadership dynamic, this study illustrates how key components can lay the
groundwork for this possibility.

CHAPTER 2
WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP:

A REVIEW OF THE LITEHATURE

The ways women choose their roles and exercise their leadership
depend on a complex interplay between the dynamics of visibility, accessibility,
and viability. When women have many priorities, their leadership options are

affected. $ince various academic disciplines view the development of priorities
and options in different ways, so this study is cross-disciplinary.
The first section of this literature review briefly covers the issues of

visibility and accessibility focusing on women's historical options. The second
section discusses viability issues as distilled from current leadership research
which explores approaches to women's leadership and the life choices of
women leaders. Undergirding both sections are the following questions: Are
there personal and/or community structures which influence the dynamic of
women choosing to lead? Are there choices which foster or hinder leadership

opportunities? Given choices, how are women choosing to lead?

Visibilitv
One body of literature can be categorized by the term visibility. Visibility
is defined as the recognition of a woman as a leader by herself and others. A

woman's perception of her own life influences her ability to identify life choices
and leadership options. The roles and choices defined for women have
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traditionally been limited in opportunity, role model, and example. The written
documentation of history limits the representation and portrayal of women.
Authors are those people who are literate and choose to write. The publishing
industry then chooses which books to print. The process of writing and

publishing is selective and can, therefore, shape the image of women,
depending on the public opinion of the times. Eras in which women were
illiterate or penalized for literacy have few acknowledged women authors or
literature from a woman's perspective (Heilbrun, 1988). Some specialists in
women's history build a strong argument for the invisiblity of women in
documented history (Anderson & Zinsser, 1988). Outstanding visible
exceptions such as queens exist; however, the range of leadership and the

contribution of women's roles are often obscured in society. Some female
academics argue that women have been left out of historic records and that
history is structured in such a way that inclusion is difficult (Heilbrun, 1988).
Whoever records history determines what constitutes historical importance, and
the vehicles for recording have been dominated by men. Anderson and Zinsser
question the traditional categories of historical events and view women's roles
in history in different categories. Anderson and Zinsser conclude that gender
has been the most important factor shaping the lives of European women and
that their relationship to men is the other key factor, throughout history.

The significance of feminist research, in respect to any analysis of
Ieadership and women, is in pointing out the limitations of perceptions which
are based on male oriented historical definitions and experiences. Women
have internalized some biased historical perceptions, and society continues to
operate from values based in the past. Thus women, especially in leadership
roles, continue to be invisible. The invisibility can be due to a personal inability

to see oneself in a leadership position due to internal influences such as low
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self esteem or internalizing societal expectations, or due to external influences
such as the structure of an organization (Lerner, 19gg). ln order to move away
from this, a change must occur.

The shift in assumptions and referents needed to broaden definitions is
referred to as a paradigm shift or cognitive re-framing (Crosby, 1991). This shift

is exemplified by Anderson and Zinsser, who re-examine history focusing on
the breadth of women's roles. One example, from the chapter "Women of the
Castles and Manors," introduces women in the Middle Ages in the context of
place and function. Leaders may be identified in this chapter as maintaining the
homefront while the men are hunting and warring. ln traditional historical texts
and within society the focus tvas on the men, kingdoms, property ownership and

lineage. The roles of women were hidden from validation when, in fact, women
were making important contributions.
ln The Warrior Queens (1989), Antonia Fraser discusses the reoccurring
historic theme of women acting as "honorary men." ln her chapter,
.Unbecoming
in a Woman," she discusses ways women warriors vyent into a

man's world, Fraser describes a variety of syndromes which iltustrate ways
women used to gain access to new roles. Paralleling her historical framework
are current studies and observations of the same elements. Fraser describes

the 'tomboy syndrome;" or women pretending to be boys, as an effective bridge
into assuming men's socially designated roles. Studies and the 'How-to" books
of the 1970s and 1980s (e.g. Garngs Mother Never Taught You ) talk about

assuming masculine traits or dress style in order to be more effective in the
male dominated work world. Continuing into the 1990s with Hardball For

Women:. Winning atthe Game of Business (Heim, 1992), the business world is
functionally explained as a parallel to boys' team sports; playing by the boys'
rules is the key to the game.
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The "shame syndrome" is the term Fraser uses to describe the way
women internalize inferiority as a by-product of how men see them. To create
this syndrome, men see women in one of two ways. First, the woman needs
protection and as a man he provides protection, implying she is unable to take
care of herself. Second, if she can do something, the man assumes he must be
able to do it better, implying the woman is automatically inferior. Women also
use the 'only a weak woman" illusion to hide behind. Current literature, such as

Answers to the Mommy Track (Ferguson

& Dunphy, 1991),

while clearly

supporting the strength of women, contains elements of the stereotyical
helpless "weak woman." Using the illusion of being weak to her advantage, a
woman may be able to manipulate a situation to her advantage. When a
woman sees she has the choice of behaviors to effect the change she desires,
she in fact controls her effectiveness and visibility.
Fraser discusses the ways sexuality affects a woman's visibility. For

example, women in warrior roles (e.g., Cleopatra, Amazons) are cast in two
extremes with regard to being perceived as sexuat beings: the 'chaste
syndrome" or the 'voracity syndrome." The warrior abstains completely from
being a sexual being in order to maintain power, or the warrior is insatiable,
using sex as a rneans of control. The implication is that ambition necessitates a

choice in order to succeed.
The choices and tradeoffs involving sexuality are significant for women.
Flesearch of the 1970s and 1980s documents evidence that managerial women

remained single and childless or delayed marriage and child bearing in order to
compete for high level jobs. A woman who has children and family
responsibilities becomes invisible for promotion in the workplace; her
cornmitment to her workplace or leadership positidn is questioned when time
and energy are needed in several places. Women who never enter, or choose
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to leave, the traditional workplace during their childrearing years serve their
community in ditferent ways; but, there is less, if any, public recognition of
leadership in volunteer organizations. Women in community leadership
positions outside the workplace are almost invisible in current literature. Most
books which focus on women and leadership use the terms career success and
leadership as if they are synonymous.
Most current studies agree that \,vomen regard sexual harassment as a
likely occurance within any job or leadership arena. Verbal or physical abuse
and innuendo, based on gender, devalue any role a woman holds. Sexual
harassment limits visibility by focusing on sexuality. ln an etfort to avoid or
confront sexual harassment, women will react differently. Women trying to
avoid attention minimize their appearance and behavior. Women confronting
sexual harassment are seen as unmanageable. Either behavior, to avoid or
confront sexual harassment, limits or affects leadership opportunities. As
women age, specifically passing forty in a culture where sex appeal diminishes
with age, they appear to be less threatening and are more likely to be atforded
senior status (Collins, Gilbert and Nycum, 1989). When sexuality or gender
negatively affect leadership opportunity or role recognition, a leader's
effectiveness is undermined.

The most influential life choices involve the time and energy
commitments in work, marriage, and parenthood. Affecting the issue of visibilty,
Fraser describes syndrornes defined by atfiliation and syndromes defined by

sexuality. The 'appendage syndrome' refers to gaining identity or power
through any role in relation to man or child. While Fraser labels these
behaviors as syndromes, studies through the years have tended to support the
premises of these behaviors. Many successful women have stressed the
importance of their family or spouse connections in maintaining their leadership
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roles or developing their business or political contacts (Collins et al., 1989;

Crosby, 1992; Ferguson & Dunphy, 1991). While the importance of 'contacts"
allows for leadership development for both men and women, uromen more often

pay a higher price. Linking leadership to appendage relationships with others
contributes to the invisibility factor for women. Yery few outstanding women in
history have achieved or been granted their place without the benefit of some
kind of male derived privilege'(Fraser, 1989, p.332). Women would be
disregarded as having leadership potential without their "appendage," or the
men would get credit for the women's contibutions.

Social psychologist, Carol Tavris, challenges society's assumptions
about women and men. Tavris maintains that the standards by which we
measure participation and style are linked and that the slandards assume men
are the norm. Tavris points out numerous ways this process is insidious,

pervasive, and ultimately inhibits women (Tavris, 1992). To question the norm
to which we compare women or hold them accountable is the first step in
reorienting our perspective and calling into question the traditional definitions of

leadership. A woman's perspective atfects how she makes decisions and
choices that place her in a leadership position.
Recently, there has been an attempt in American society to expand

definitions of leadership to include feminist and spiritual dimensions (Hagberg,

1984; Hagberg, 1992), The key leadership traits are developed from within a
person and not easily identifiable externally. Hagberg's taxonomy identifies
the
most powerful people as being internally guided. ln her research, powerful
people are rarely in identifiable positions of authority. Being internally guided,
a
person's decisions and choices are not based on fitting into external systems
such as government bureaucracy or corporate dictums. Being internally
guided, a person's rewards and motivations are not based on external
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recognition such as titles or material compensation. Therefore, the internally
guided person is powerful in presence but not necessarily in position,
Helgeson's intsrviewees, all recognized leaders, believe leading .with a voice"
(an internal vision and spirit) is possible only when one has reached a certain
level of development as a person (Helgeson, 1990).

The process of increasing the visibility of women leaders reguires
looking at leadership definition as well as perspective. Looking at the definition,
there are women who in fact lead but are not necessarily labeled as leaders.
Astin and Leland's study

(1

991) of women leaders in education and the

modern women's movement is focused on three generations of women leaders
who have successfully worked for change in education and public service.

Aslin and Leland place teadership on a continuum, choosing to go beyond
positional leadership. For example, their research documents what women
achieve as college presidents (recognized leaders with formal positions) and
less visible academic researchers (nonpositional leaders) who facilitate change
through their influence and scholarship. Not only does Astin and Leland's study
acknowledge positional and nonpositional leaders, it also argues that leaders
need to be recognized in the context of their leadership dynamic. For example,

the leaders of the women's movement in the 1960s are part of the continuum
that includes the movement's predecessors and inheritors. Predecessors are
the women who serued in leadership roles before the 'lg60s and inheritors are
women who assumed leadership roles afterthe 1960s (Astin & Leland, 1gg1).
Leadership and the decision by women to enter the leadership process,
are influenced by the way a woman sees herself in the context of her life.
Women are establishing a presence in many aspects of society after a history of

exclusion. There is a creative tension within leadership arenas generated by
the increased recognition of women in a variety of roles. The need for further
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questioning and clarifying alternative views of leadership is supported by the

tension. There are relatively few books before 1970 that recognize individual
women as leaders, beyond the occasional queen. Women, in fact, perform
tasks and roles that lead; though the women are not always recognized as

leaders. Specifically, women's roles involving any combination of leadership,
career, power, authority, and strength are susceptible to mixed perceptions and
multiple definitions. On one hand, the definition of leadership can expand to
acknowledge that women were always leaders but were not accorded the
visibility they deserved. On the other hand, using the current standards of

leadership and recognized leadership roles, women can argue they have been
less visible by exclusion. To elevate the visibility of women leaders one has to

confront the continually shifting perceptions and definitions.

Accessibilitv
ln the previous section on visibility, the argument is presented that
historically, women are less visible in formal leadership roles. ln order to be
recognized as leaders, women need to have increased access to leadership

positions. The literature primarily focuses on three relationships that atfect
leadership accessibility: 1) the relationship between job demands and skill
acquisition, 2) the relationship between job demands and organizational
structure and 3) the relationship between career development and leadership

potential. Each relationship includes role expectations for women. The role
expectations which primarily atfect job accessibility can be applied to
leadership accessibility. Therefore, the literature in this section is characterized
by the term accessibility, defined as to what degree an organization fosters the

inclusion and recognition of rvomen as leaders.
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The Fit Between Job Demands and Skill Aguisition
The literature of the 1950s and 1960s which links women and
leadership, emphasizes either the lives of famous women or the characteristics
of career women using such terms as achievement, motivation, and ambition.
The concept of leadership is rarely paired directly with women. The findings
indicate that personal traits, education, and family background influence a

woman's skill development and desire to compete for rotes. When accessibility
is affected by the fit between job demands and skill acquisition these variables

are influential.
Skills are defined ditferently as women further penetrate the job market
and advance to higher levels of responsibility and leadership. When the skill is
an unspoken expectation of a functioning style or level in the workplace or
organization, one way of increasing accessibility is by helping women adapt to
the norm. Author Carol Tavris (1992) critisizesthat the norm ispresumed to be

male. Many self-help books such as Games Mother Never Tauoht You
(Harragan, 197n or Hardball for Women (Heim, 1992) promote career and
leadership success by playing by'men's rules.' They discuss issues such as
how to dress like men, socialize around sports and health clubs, and how to

make decisons in an ambitious and hierarchical framework. Work policies and
informal expectations assume employees' lifestyles can accommodate working
long hours, travelling frequently, working through changes in family structure,
and conducting business during social activities (e.g.,sports events, clubs, and
bars).

ln order to accommodate "men's rules," women adapt by avoiding or
delaying commitments such as marriage, having children, or nursing ailing
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family members. Policies and practices that assume the hierarchical, male
norm limit women's ability to rise to leadership positions. Women who need
flexibility for childcare, maternity/adoption leave, or family medical situations are
penalized in a system that requires rigid time commitments. Opportunities for
advancement, continuing education and training can be tied to job demands,
which are tailored to norms which negate some women's lifestyles.
Accessibility is limited in a system which fails to acknowledge that the use of
skills is affected by the definition and expression of skills.
There is a growing body of literature including such books as Feminine
Leadershiq or How to Succeed in Business Without Being One of the Boys
(Loden, 1985) and The Female Advantage: Women's.-Ways of Leadershio
(Helgeson, 1990) which incorporates women into the leadership arena with the
expectation that women lead differently than men. lnstead of having women
adapt to "male norms" to increase leadership accessibility, another option is to
change the norm. The Harvard Business Fleview publishes articles such as
Flosener's (1990) article, "Ways Women Lead," and follows up with editorial

debates generated by the response to the topic (Debate, 1gg1).
Skills and job demands have a different expression when men or women

lead. For example, some men and women differ in their views and uses of
power and information. Literature exploring the nature and expression of power
(Hagberg, 1984; King, 1989) supports the use of power as a leadership skill.
Power is defined as the ability to make sure that one's place in whatever
discourse is essential to action and the right to have one's part matter (Heilbrun,
1988, p.18). Managers in key corporations acknowledge a new leadership

style that recognizes the real power of sharing control in exchange for
commitment to the corporation's goals. ln Helgeson's experience, women tend

to approach leadership less hierarchically, and more cooperatively than men.
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ln Women Leading, the authors discuss the subtle distinction between
responsibility and authority. Exercising the authority that goes with
responsibility is a relatively new experience for women in the traditional power
structure (Collins et al., 1988).
The ability to gather information and to control its dissemination is
considered a sign of authority and power within organizations. How a woman
receives and distributes information influences her etfectiveness as a leader in
an organization. Helgeson believes men and women use information

differently. Women act as networking hubs to share information, based on the
premise that the more workers have the necessary information, the more

everyone can work towards an organization's goals (Cleveland, 1989) Men
guard their information, based on the premise that information is power and
being the sole source maintains their power (Helgeson, 1990). The use of
information is a skill leaders develop. A woman's access to leadership
positions can depend on which power and information skills she has developed
and which skills the organization expects.

There is the suggestion that in career advancement, particular skills are
less important than actual results. Arguments are made for allowing a variety of

styles in an organization in order to accomplish certain goals. Women often find
more acceptance in these more flexible workplaces. Women are finding
organizations where their attributes are valued and rewarded. However, these
relatively open environments are unusual and often found primarily in mid-size
organizations that are going through a transition of fast growth and fast change
that forces employers to take new risks. When a company is forced by
circumstance to try new approaches, women are often afforded more
opportunity (Hosensr, 1990). Another solution women have found is to own
their ou/n business where they can control skill definition and job demands.
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The Relationship Between Job Demands and Organizational
Structure
The literature of the last few decades emphasizes organizational and
sociological tactors which influence leadership or career status. Accessibility is
atfected by the relationship between job demands and organizational structure.
Accessibility is greatly influenced by choosing which underlying assumption is

operational: whether women are, or are not, essential in the workplace and
leadership arena. Once decided, women's inclusion or exclusion is
institutionalized by formal and informal policy based on role expectations.
Newspaper articles, academic studies and government task forces
address the issue of the 'glass ceiling' (Hellwig, 1991 ; Lewis, 1991; Lopez,
1992; Rasmussen, 1991 ; U.S. Department of Labor, 1991). The glassceiling is

defined as an invisible barrier women encounter which keeps them from the
higher positions they would othenrise earn on the organizational ladder. The
barrier manifests itself as inequity where women do not get equal pay for equal
work, where promotions are regularly given to men while women are passed
over, where top management or leadership positions are rarely held by women.
Traditionally, there was an expectation that uvomen work as a
supplement to their husbands' salary. Volunteer positions, part-time wages or
.female ghetto"
oiganizations (where the majority of employees are women e.g.,
secretarial, nursing, and child care) limit benefits. The supplementary status is
strengthened by the argument that women cost more (eg. medical expenses
associated with childbirth and daycare). Limited benefits and finances deplete
a woman's resources and stifle her ability to compete in the leadership arena.

Employers also limit accessibility by expecting less from women in these female
dominated systems or by relegating them to the "mommy track", giving them
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less demanding assignments, or fewer opportunities for advancement (Gallese,
1985; Schwartz, 1992).

Current literature argues that there are financial and societal advantages
when businesses incorporate policies which allow for child rearing and
parenting phases of life. The push by women, to pave the way for women, uses
this argument to package the 'need' in terms to which businesses must

respond. Felize Schwartz claims that employing women is necessary to survive
in the current economic reality (Schwartz, 1992). Other studies point to the

economic reality that many women are the sole support of their households
and/or that family economics often necessitate two breadwinners.
Given the reality of women in the workplace, there are systemic

approaches that altow women more accessibility.
...established organizations should expand their definition of effective
leadership...widening the path will free potential leaders to lead in ways
that play to their individual strengths...By valuing a diversity of leadership
styles, organizations will find the strength and flexibility to iurvive in a
!,-gI]V corypetitive, increasingly diverse economic environment. (Hosener,
1990, p.125).

Encouraging businesses to embrace the diversity of the workplace is a
challenge Felize Schwartz takes seriously. Within the current corporate system,
her strategy has been to focus on the CEO as the change agent, since in her
assessment the CEO can quickly and directly atfect the workplace climate,

structure, and options. However, when discussing how to expand the options
for women, the literature disagrees as to whether the process is primarily an
individual issue or a situational one. tn contrast to Schwartz' approach with the

top CEO influencing the other workplace levels, grassroots activists take a
'percolate from the bottom" approach: that all working women must demand of
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the power structure the supports they need and then use them. Some research
points to women as having opportunity based on the type of organization and

what it is going through (Rosener, 1990). The number of studies and initiatives
introducing flex-time, on-site child care, job sharing and other adaptations of job
demands and organizational structure indicates that this issue is timely. The
actual impact on accessibility for leadership is yet undetermined.

The Relationship Between Career Development and Leadership
Current studies on contemporary women's leadership focus on the
business community. Sometimes career success is assumed to include
leadership accessibility. The work world and earning power provide leadership
opportunities for women; however there are also impediments to leadership
development as well. Felize Schwartz and Judith Flosener, for example,
emphasize the need to recognize the reality of life needs which atfect the
workplace (Hosener, t gg0; Schwartz, 1gg2).
One impact of limited accessibility, women feeling cut otf from using their
skills in the workplace or organization, is that women create other alternatives
which better support their etforts. "The fact that most women have lacked formal
authority over others and control over resources means that by default they
have had to find other ways to accomplish their work." (Rosener, 'lgg0).
Women bypass the system and establish their own niche or power structure.
Studies of activists (Garland, 1988) and volunteer organizations indicate
womEn have been leading for years in non-traditional leadership positions.
Looking at leadership as a multi-generational process of role development,
Astin and Leland point to a more inclusive paradigm that insists on a situational
context for accessibility (Astin & Leland, 1gg1).
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Most literature regarding accessibility seems to be generated when there
is dissonance between the role expectation for a woman and her experiential

reality. Leadership access can be viewed as a process of clarifying
expectations, noticing resolutions and/or proposing solutions. The relationship
between iob demands and skill acquisition can promote accessibility by
acknowledging women's skills and offering opportunities for improvement and
advancement based on those skills. The relationship between job demands
and organizational structure can promote accessibility by providing policies and
support for women's contributions and lifestyle options. The relationship
between career development and leadership potential can promote
accessibility when validating the variety of leadership expressions in traditional

and non-traditional roles.

Viab

ilitlr

People juggle a variety of roles. Many women, as they are entering the

workforce and public leadership roles in higher numbers, are challenged with

the realities of juggling a leadership role along with the respsnsibilities of being
spouse, parent, and worker. ln this context, viability is defined as a uvoman
choosing to be a leader when weighing her priorities and options on the one
hand, and the leadership opportunity on the other hand. The literature
addresses role choices and accommodation of choices from three directions:
One, choices are the woman's responsibility. ln order to futfill all expectations, a
woman needs to prioritize her responsibilities and work efficiently. Two, the
work world is responsible for addressing the needs of workers. The workplace
needs to provide support services and expectations that encourage optimal

retention and choices for a variety of workers. Three, society is responsible for
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supporting all services that promote a community which allows members a
variety of choices.
The term 'Super Woman" refers to a woman who juggles the roles of
spouse, parent, and career woman including the traditional female
responsibilities of nurturer, hostess, and homemaker. (Shaevitz, 1984) Fulfilling

all expectations associated with these roles and responsibilities is possible for
'Super Woman" but often at a questionable price. Mariorie Hansen Shaevitz
acknowledges that there is a personal stress factor that is detrimental to women

(Shaevitz,1984). Carol Gilligan sees that changes in the uvomen's rights
movement have affected women's perception of their choices. 'As selfishness
and self sacrifice become matters of interpretation and responsibilities live in
tension utith rights, moral truth is complicated by psychological truth, and the
matter of judgment becomes more complex " (Gilligan, 1982, p. 1ag). !n order

to stretch perceptions of what is possible, women need role models
demonstrating a variety of role negotiations and coping mechanisms (Heilbrun,
1988; Schenkel, 1991). ln contrast to most studies, all Ferguson and Dunphy's
(1991) interuiewees said they were missing mentors and role models and really
felt they were in uncharted territory.
Catherine Faver's (1984) study of women, achievement and life
satisfaction within work and family contexts validates the interconnectedness of
these elements of a woman's

life. Faver's study does not identify leadership

specifically, yet some of the categories of variables give important possibilities

for bias and structuring a study. Steinberg (1984) looks at the career orientation
of women in traditional and non-traditional professional roles, analyzing factors

that inspired and supported women to pursue the direction they did. The results
indicate that variables in education, family background and support systems
(role models) atfected choice"
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Steven McLaughlin (McLaughlin , et al, 't988) discusses parallel
demographic changes and suggests a relationship between the primacy of the
individual woman and the decline in marriage and the family. Specificatly,
women live as heads of separate households and, in the broader sense, have

the potential for being economically self-sutficient and socially autonomous.
McLaughlin highlights multiple factors affecting the interdependence of issues
and life cycle events in women's lives. The order in which women experience
different roles does impact their comfort level with certain choices. Therefore,
individual choices involving child bearing, relationships, education or career
are significant not only in and of themselves, but individual choices are also
significant in the continuum context as a sequence of events and transitions.
Research reflects a discussion about emergent (interrelated and
evolving) and fixed (independent and non-changing) tifestyles as they pertain to
goals and accomplishment. Anthropologist Catherine Bateson (1gBg)
discovered that the women she interviewed did not follow specific ambitions
toward a goal. Bateson, the daughter of anthropologist Margaret Mead,
believes that women often learn from interruptions and improvise from their

experiences. Time passes and lives are reshaped and reinterpreted.
Therefore, role expectations involve women seeing their roles as cyclical (e.g.
childraising, planting and gathering). Continuous tasks (cycles e.g. laundry,
repetitive chores dictated by seasonal changes, food preparation) without
closure orient a woman to have a process orientation and gain satisfaction from

doing- ln contrast, men may see the process as training for "the occasional big
kill" where a specific event is the ctima:r and it is over. Getting things done is
the

objective rather than the process (Helgeson, 1gg0).
Resolutions of situations are dependent on how situations are defined.
The struggle to combine commitments is a search for ways to make the
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combination mutually enhancing (Crosby, 1991). Women's lives, in fact, otfer
valuable models because of the very pressures which make it ditficult to focus

on one goal. The model is one of living with ambiguity and multiplicity
(Bateson, 1989). Thus a leadership role emerges as part of a woman's life
experience, but may not in fact have been a conscious decision along the way.

The leadership dynamic may or may not involve a choice by the leader.
Women may work in their fields over 10 years before advancement over the
long term becomes a goal (Helgeson, 1990; Schenkel, 1991). Research has

also shown that few women are actually living out the vision they had in their
20s, and some women who did make strong career commitments early in their
working lives often regret it later (Collins et al., 1988). When looking at
opportunity, a woman wanting to pursue a range of interests considers many
things.
When work supplies energy to the home, and home revitalizes life on the
iob, each half ioins to make a vibrant whole...lf the status quo goes
unchallenged, many more women will leave corporations and professions
to become entrepreneurs. Men who remain at these corporatidns will be
forced to work harder. They will suffer from fatigue, frustiation, diminished
productivity, and further estrangement from their families. The women

who continue working and remain primarily responsible for
home management and child care tyon't bC able to compete for
leadership positions. (Schwartz, lggl , p. 1tg) emphasis addbd.
Timely parental and medical leave policies, adequate on-site childcare,

and alternative flex-time arrangements enhance the options for participation in
an organization. Affecting changes in the workplace that allow for family
oriented policies for everyone, can enhance leadership opportunity for women.
Many professional development seminars teach women and men
personal skills. The implication is that the individual with their skil! acquisition is
responsible for creating leadership opportunity. To a certain degree this may
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hold true, On the other hand, this is problematic. A similar bind happens in

defining leadership. ls the onus on the individual to cultivate 'leadership skills"
or on the company or organization to create an environment of working together
which encourages the emergence of leadership? The dichotomy of either/or is
emphasized in both arguments. Yet the reality is more likely a both/and
situation where both skill aquisition and leadership oppoftunity are encouraged
for the individual and within the organization.
Faye Crosby believes that the focus on the detrimental etfects of role
juggling on women is actually a way of avoiding greater societal issues. Crosby
argues that the focus should be on confronting gender expectations at home,
sexual discrimination at work, and the tradition of "rugged individualism" in the
American nuclear family (Crosby, 1991), The lnternational Women's Forum
survey on men and women leaders indicates "just as many men as women
experience work-family conflict" (Hosener, 1990, p. 120

). The problems arise

from the role expectations rather than the actual abilities of everyone involved
(Crosby, 1991 ; Hochschild, l g8g).

ln most articles, the tension of role expectations is generally defined
between the parenting role and the workptace role. Grosby contends that for
H,omen the tension is more otten between workplace and spouse

roles. She

makes recommendations to both individuals and organizations on how to
minimize the stresses of iuggling roles without jeopardizing the benefits
(Crosby, l ggl ).
More recent literature advocates that having multiple roles and a variety

of responsibililies is healthier for everyone (Crosby,

lggt;

Loden, lgg5).

Historically, what ditfers is the process that allows people a range of expression
and opportunities for support that help with leadership roles. Literature on the

leadership role is complicated by a number of variables. There are studies
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which discuss achievement motivation, family conditions, and factors which
affect the individual. There is also a body of literature that cautions against
isolating the individual and supports recognizing leadership as a process. The

leadership process exists between the leader and followers. The leadership
dynamic is changing, not static. Some researchers document patterns across
generations of an issue or organization rather than at the current stage (Astin &
Leland, 1991). Choices are, therefore, at thevery least a mixture of many

considerations. The viability of leadership roles among life choices is
challenged at the individual, organizational and societal levels for women
striving for life balance.

Literatu

[e Heview-_$Um m ary

Pairing the terms women and leadership is a fairly recent occurrence in

historical Iiterature and research. Traditionally, historical scholarship excluded
women from recorded history except for isolated exceptional women. Newer
studies in many disciplines, acknowledge that women play many roles,
including leadership roles. Leadership is often used interchangably with career
SUCCESS.

lssues of definition and perception greatly influence the visibility potential
of women leaders. Women need to recognize themselves as leaders. Women
need to be recognized by others as leaders. Research indicates that definitions

and perceptions vary greatly within each generation. Changes occur when
individual women, families, organizations, and/or society respond to a nevy
awareness of women's roles. Currently, there is a wide variety of definitions
and perceptions that allow for increased visibility.
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Accessibility to leadership roles in organizations influences women's
leadership potential. Skill levels, power, organizational structures, and costs all
contribute to an organizational infrastructure that atfects women's opportunity to

Iead. Researchers and authors make recommendations to companies on
improving their policies to encourage options in the workplace. The maiority of
Iiterature urges women to learn to play by men's rules in order to compete for

leadership positions, presuming the rules exist in a traditionally defined

paradigm. Motivated women, capable of leadership, are more often
discouraged than encouraged when confronted with the realities of workplace
and/or leadership roles.
An emerging theory proposes that women in fact lead differently. The
choices women make may not resemble a traditional definition of roles or

leadership. Rather, women make sense of their lives in retrospect, seeing a
pattern emerge (Bateson,l989). Furthermore, juggling many roles is healthy for
everyone and both men and women could benefit from a life balance that
respects choices (Crosby, 1991). The leadership role, supported in an
organizational or societal context, is too often oversimptified as a matter of
priorities and compromises (Collins et al, 1988; Ferguson & Dunphy, 1gg1).
There are many intersecting pathways to leadership. Women have a variety of
access points on those pathways.

CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

ldentitying lite choices of women who are leaders is a complex process.
I hypothesized that women leaders had experiences which facilitated their
visibility, access, and viability in leadership roles. Specific access points on the
pathway to leadership are theorized in a model derived from the Literature
Fleview (Appendix

B). The components of visibility, accessibility, and viability

are each influenced by the woman herself, her family and her workplace. This
study seeks factors which unify this group of leaders. The research

methodology was designed to test the theoretical model described in Appendix

B. The identification of factors may facilitate the further devetopment of societal
structures which nurture women leaders.
ln this study, women are asked to describe their own lives with the
guidance of interview questions and a survey questionnaire. The focus of this
study is to determine if patterns of identifiable profiles exist among women

leaders. Areas of self, family and workplace experiences are analyzed. The 48
women in this study are in, or retired from, a positional leadership role.
Qualitative and quantitative data were gathered.
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Determination of the Samnle Population
I had several considerations when selecting participants for this study.

The specific age grouping needed to allow for participants to have lived long
enough to be confronted by the issues discussed in this research. Subjects
were all in identifiable leadership positions: that is, women with a title,
profession or job responsibility in the leadership arena within the last ten years.
Women (particularly in the 50-70 year age cohorts) who ri/ere mentoring but
without a current titled position were also included. Seventy-five Twin Cities
(Minneapolis/Saint Paul, MN) women aged 30-70 were chosen to participate in
the study. Questionnaires were sent to 50 women and, and 25 women were
invited to participate in focus groups.

Recruitment of subjects took place through "networking." The primary
investigator (Pl) recruited subjects among friends, acquaintances and their
groups of colleagues. Having a common link was assumed to promote
inclusion in and completion of the study to a higher degree than a traditionat
random sampling method. Since the primary goal of this study was to generate
questions and speculate on patterns, the trade off for higher response and
possibly more information was considered worth the breach of methodology

etiquette. The response rate, was indeed high for this study wilh a72o/o
completion rate. Four of the completed questionnaires were inadmissable due

to incomplete answers or answers which indicated a non-leadership positional
role.

DAta Gathering
The data were based on information gathered from two sources: a)
participants in the focus groups and b) 32 respondents to the survey
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guestionnaire. At their time of participation in the study, all participants were

in

leadership positions or, in the case of several women over the age of 55, retired
from their otficial positions. The statistical analysis refers exclusively to
questionnaire participants. The anecdotal references reflect a combination of
responses from open-ended survey questions and responses from focus group

participants. When reporting data, questionnaire respondents are referenced
only by numbers to insure anonymity.
The study employed two methodologies to gather information on the
subjects lives:

I.

Focus Groups: An independent facilitator, Kathleen Riopelle, guided

the discussisn of three groups of women Each group met to answer the same
series of questions (see Appendix C for list of participants and focus group

question guide). The interactive approach permitted individual contributions as
well as a range of responses generated by group members responding to each
others' ideas. Two techniques were used to stimulate participation, one verbal
(facilitator questions) and the other visual (timeline exercise). The focus groups
were taped.

ll.

Ouestionnaire: A fifty item questionnaire was mailed to a select group

of 50 positional women leaders. The questions elicited information related to
the theoretical model (Appendix D). The variables represented the three areas
of interest: the women themselves, their families, and their workplaces. ln order
to determine the statistical relevance of the derived model, two sets of analyses
were performed. The first series involved the determination of a correlation
matrix for each of the areas of interest. ltems theoretically determined to be

related in the areas of self, famity, and workplace were compared with the other
items in the sams area. The goal of this analysis was to determine statistical
interrelationships between the iterns in each area.
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The final step in the analysis of this study was to determine statistically if
the theoretically derived areas of family, self, and workplace could be verified.
A factor analysis was performed with the variables compared in the correlation

matrix. !n order to satisty the assumption of factor analysis and to improve the
subject to variable ratio, only variables which were significantly correlated (R2
>.40) were entered into the factor analysis. Thus the interrelated pathways of

the leadership variables were further clarified.

CHAPTER 4

DATA HEPORT: WOMEN'S PATHWAYS TO LEADERSHIP

This paper explores and identifies life choices of Twin Cities women who
are currently leaders. Various theories about women's pathways to leadership
were discussed or analyzed in the Literature Review as related to the factors of
visibility, accessibility, and viability. Within each factor were variables related to
the women themselves, their families, their workplaces and the community at
large (Appendix B).
The methodology yielded data in both broad and specific contexts. The
focus groups provided insights into the linkages between visibility, accessibility
and viability. The gualitative nature of the focus group information, within the

framework of a conversational question and answer format, fostered a ctear
sense of the larger picture. The questionnaire data provided primarily
quantitative detail and trends within the categories of the women themselves,
their families, and their workplaces.

Demographic Profile

The Women Themselves
The women responding to the questionnaire ranged in age from gg - 70
years old; approximately

500/o

were between the ages of 40 and S0 and the

others were spread evenly throughout the rest of the sample range. As became
evident while reviewing the findings, the breadth of the sample demonstrated

eo

predictable variety. There were some generational differences in views towards
family and workplace issues. At the same time, there were unifying factors
related to gender and leadership issues across the spectrum.
Birth order studies have attributed commonly held characteristics to only,

eldest and first born female children. The findings of this study suggest that
birth order may in fact be a relevant indicator of leadership potential in that

630/o

of the women were the only, eldest, or first female child. 310/o were middle

children and

6o/o

were youngest children.

The educational Ievel of the subjects was high. Over 850/o of the women
had at least an undergraduate degree but more often had a Master's or

Doctorate. The majority of respondents followed a traditional education path
pursuing their college degrees in sequence directly after high school. About
one third of the women earned their degree in a non-traditional time frame such
as starting school as an adult or taking time out to complete their education

during adulthood.
When directly asked about what event motivated them to become leaders
for the first time, about one quarter of the women in the survey answered that

they always remembered being leaders. ln contrast, the majority of the women
in the focus groups remembered always being a leader. ln the focus groups,

women often described gravitating towards a participation level through skills or
interest that resulted in a positional leadership role. Both survey respondents

and focus group participants mentioned being independent from an early age
and often initiating activities with friends or in school. Other common motivators,

women reported for taking leadership roles, were being drawn by a cause
(190/o)

and bythe expectation of others that they lead (160/o). A small group

responded by agreeing to lead when they saw a lack of leadership

(6ofs).

Although 40o/t of the women did not state specifically at what age they were
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motivated to become leaders , 28o/o said they were aware of leading since

childhood. The other
motivated as teens,

32o/o

9o/o

divided their responses fairly evenly with

'l2o/o

as young adults, and go/o as adults.

What do women in this study like about being a leader that is specific to
their personal lives? Focus group participants and questionnaire respondents
listed qualities that allowed for learning, growth, and creativity. Other answers

representative of responses to Question 5 in Section ll of the survey included:
"Challenging myself to articulate a vision beyond the tasks. Finding out how
strong

lam. What lam

capable of." (Flespondent 14 (H#14)). "Perhaps it isthe

inability to follow and feel satisfaction." (R#16).

When asked "What do you dislike about being a leader?" responses that
pertained to the personal lives of respondents were in two distinct areas.
Leaders were frustrated with the time commitment involved in leadership roles.

They mentisned a lack of 'down time" to relax, the energy drain of being under
pressure, and neglecting other areas of their life. Equally frustrating was the
feeling of being lonely and/or isolated

. "...people see me as the boss and are

more careful around me...[dislikel the fishbowl feeling that people want to know
what I think, what I am doing....the attention can be draining." (H#S). Former
positional leaders occasionally felt it burdensome to continue the responsibility
of a public image; they were aware of the potential impact of their inftuence

though retired. Leadership positions had unique demands and confidences
that leaders felt distanced them from many of their supports in other contexts.
Some women felt friends and family, who had not experienced a leadership
role, could not understand the tensions a leader experienced. Leaders also did
not feel comfortable discussing confidential business pressures for fear of

information leaking to the public. The loneliness also came from being one of
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the few women in leadership positions in arenas such as corporate top
management.

Their Families
The women studied were involved in many ditferent roles e.g. mother,
spouse, employer. Most of the women (910/o) identified themselves as having
four or more of the roles listed in the survey;

72o/o

of the respondents defined

themselves in six or more roles. Family was listed as the number one priority for
810/o

of all the leaders. About

600/o

of the women were married or had long term

partners. Family size tended to be small with 530/o of the households having
had one or two children and 34o/o having had no children. Of the 660/o of

respondents with children, the majority said having children affected their
leadership positions.

The majority of the women lived in dual income households (690/o). The
respondents reported having enough money to satisfy their needs as the
women themselves defined those needs (560/o). An additional 340/o of the
respondents reported having more than enough income.
Data on family background revealed that most women grew up in targe
urban or suburban communities. The majority of women grew up in two parent

households (8,40/o). Of the households ,75o/o had at least adequate income to
meet their needs. There vvas a strong value placed on education in72o/o of the

households. About

650/0

of the women believed their religious or ethnic

heritage affected their life expectations and aspirations. Women further defined
this etfect on their leadership in one of two wayst they desmibed reacting to
negative influences by aspiring to do better or they described reacting to
positive influences by developing inspiration and vision. Within Tio/o of the
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households, where women leaders were raised, there was at least one family
member (parent, sibling) involved in community activities.
While family was clearly a priority for a majority of women, comments
about the positive etfects of leadership on the family were

few. Respondents

briefly mentioned being a role model for their children or providing financial
stability for their family as both being important aspects of leadership.

Comments about disliking the etfect of leadership on their family life were
more common. Wornen frequently had conflicts between the time demands of

their leadership position and their family's needs. Although household
members or paid workers would help with chores, women still felt responsible
for delegating the tasks. Child care compromises were the most complicated
combination of values and pressures. Women with families often had less time

to commit to leadership positions when their children were young and chose
higher levels of responsibility when their children were older. Some single
women stated that they could not see themselves doing their job it they had
family commitments.

The Workplaces
Of the women surveyed, over

500/o

were directors of organizations or

managed significant divisions of large companies (Table 1).

Table 1.--Demographic Profile: Leadership Position by Title
Freguency
Management of Division
Director
Professional (e.g. Lawyer)
Board Position (CEO, VP)
Owner

I
I
tr

5
5
32

Percent
28.13%
25.OO%

15.63%
15.630/"

15.63%
100.00%
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Table 2.--Demographic Profile: Work Arena

r

Percent

Frequ€ncy

I
I

Business
Education
Health/Social Service
I nformatiorlCo mmu n ications
GovernmentlPolitics
Environment
Philanthro

I

28.13o/o
25.OO%

I

3i

i

18.75%
9.38%

6.25%
6.25/"
6.25"h
100.00%

2

I

2

I

I

32

Their positions were predominantly in the fields of education, health/social
services, and business (Table 2). With over

213

of the respondents on either

end of the spectrum, workplace size included 41o/o of the respondents in

workplaces of less than 25 employees and 380/o in workplaces of over 500

employees. Most women were full time paid positional leaders (7890). Of the
leaders,

50o/o vvere

employed in their current position five years or less. The

range of years any of the women were employed in their current leadership
position vyas 1 - 18 years Cfable 3).

Table 3.--Demographic Prof ile:
Length of Current/Most Recent Leadership Position
in Five Year lncrements
1-5

Humber of Flespondents
c/o ol Total

i

16

Fl0
I

so.oov" I

1

7

z1.BB%

I

1-15

rs

t1&2O
2

z1.BB%

i

6,25"/.

There uras not a correlation, between a leader's age and length of time in her
current position, that explained the concentration or range indicated in Table

S.

Accessibility to leadership roles in the workplace appeared to be
supported by a number of factors. Over

40o/o

of leaders in the sample obtained

their positions through promotion within the organization. About h}a/o of the
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sample were hired to f ill new positions. Another 20o/o owned their businesses.

A majority of women we!'e in positions which were historically (within the
company) held by women. Only

22o/o

of these women worked in situations

where male workers outnumbered female workers.

With regard to superuision,

28o/o

of the women were in positions with no

supervisor and 44o/o were supervised by men. While

910/o

of the women

mentored others, only 650/0 had had a mentor themselves. Nonetheless,

910/o

of the respondents reported workplace support. A majority of women reported

having experienced gender based discrimination in the workplace (750/o).
Responses were equally divided as to whether such experiences, or the

anticipation of such, affected a woman's choice of work environment. Women
rarely indicated such issues affected their choice to be leaders.
When asked what they liked about being leaders, a significant number of
women responded with comments about their positions and the workplace.
Many women wanted to make a ditference in society, their workplace, or with
respect to a particular issue. Leaders often derived a sense of accomplishment

from guiding others. Gomments by respondents included: "Seeing my passion
for a cause really light a fire in others, then watching that collective energy turn
into action that really makes a ditference..,Knowing that people in positions of
po$,er will take what I say seriously. The opportunity to foster the development
of staff and to build a team that is greater than the sum of its parts." (H#7).

'Creating a space for others to do quality work and feel they are growing."

(H#14). These women saw their leadership roles as having a distinct
relationship to the well being of other people. "l appreciate the opportunity to

influence people, organizations, institutions, etc. I believe part of being a leader
is leaving a mark on things. Leaving things a little better than how you found
thern." (H#24). ln addition to guiding others in their workplace, women also
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found that by being linked to one leadership arena, they had access to
leadership opportunities in other arenas. "Anyone, in any position can be a
leader, but being vested with positional leadership allows me easy access to
new leadership opportunities." (R#24).
Comments about disliking leadership in the context of the workplace
were less significant with a wider spread of responses mostly directed at
frustration with bureaucracy or workers abdicating responsibility to the leaders.
Questionnaire respondents commented'sometimes the responsibility feels

overwhelming. ln particular, I sometimes long to have people not place so
much value on what I say. I need to keep reminding people that what I say is

just one woman's opinion or interpretation, and it may change by tomorrow."

(R#7). Leaders often said that the political situations that tangled them in
tedious bureaucracy or forced them to "take the heat" over a situation were the
most frustrating and required the most compromise of personal integrity.
ln the focus groups, wornen talked about some of the interpersonal

stresses on the job. One participant described feeling like a "giant breast." She
stated that both men and women expected her to take care of them. Because of

her age and gender, employees initially put her in the position of mother rather
than leader or boss. Focus group participants agreed that one of the hardest
lessons to learn was that leaders were not always liked or appreciated for their

actions. As one woman said, the best advice she ever received was "lt is not
your job to be loved, but to see that the job gets done."

The respondents indicated a continuing interest in teadership. Nearly
1000/o

of the women said they woutd continue to assume leadership roles.

These women gravitated toward leadership roles, enjoyed leading, found a
sense of satisfaction, and felt a personal responsibility to society. "l also want

the ability and challenge of setting standards, and of teaching/helping others do
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their best work." (R#14). As was succinctly put in the following example, "Even
when I take a back seat, like at a PTO meeting, I always make the comment that
seems to sum everything up and next thing I know, I'm elected to something.

When I go into a big meeting, I always enry the receptionist who gets to stay
outside and answer the phone, but I know if I had her job I'd be analyzing and
creating statistical research on every call after the first week." (R#17). The

leaders described a dynamic of involvement that inevitably insured their
participation at a leadership level. This comment by R#l7 also implied an
awareness and vision that tended towards the translation of any task into a
broader framework.
Opinions ditfered about what constituted leadership. ln both the focus
groups and the questionnaires, some women had ditficulty in using the word
leader in reference to themselves.

'l

don't think of myself as a leader. I like my

iob because it is interesting. lt is powerful. I can be a role model for other

women. I enjoy other attorneys and judges coming to me for advice. lt makes
me feel valuable and important.' (R#29), When wornen considered if their

religious or ethnic background influenced their aspirations some questionnaire
respondents referred to their leadership role as a calling or as arising out of

what resembled religious motivations.
ln summary, the demographic profile provided important details about
these local women leaders. They were a highly educated group who saw
advantages and disadvantages to their leadership roles. The findings were
transterrable to the theoretical rnodel (Appendix B) in a number of areas. The
women tended to see themselves as having many roles in their lives including
their leadership role and family roles. These women were visible to themselves
and others as leaders. Family life was the most challenging responsibility to
negotiate with a leadership role, especially when women were mothers of
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young children. Workplaces were generally supportive. The women were
working predominantly in arenas traditionally open to women and within a
largely female worHorce. Many of the women were in their current positions for
a few years and felt they would continue in leadership roles. Therefore,

demographic data favored accessibility to leadership roles through education,
workplace support, and the significant presence of women. Possible influences
to viability included famity priorities, finances, scheduling flexibility, job
satisfaction and commitment to ideals. Women leaders demonstrated, from
early in their lives, a pattern of involvement that developed leadership skills.

Analysis

Focus Groups
The focus group format allowed for discussion among participants
regarding their pathways to leadership. ln addition to information discussed in
the demographic profile, the focus groups generated pertinent qualitative data.
The small sampling was useful to broaden the range of questions and to pursue
specific topics of interest.

While 25 women were approached to participate in the focus groups,

only 11 were able to participate given their time constraints. The women in the
groups urere very interested in the topic and were anxious to share their

perspectives. Participants indicated that opportunities to reflect on their
leadership roles and on their need to juggle responsibilities were rare. The
responses to the focus group questions, by these women leaders, indicated that

issues of family, workplace and leadership were interrelated. Each woman had
found a iuggling stategy that supported her ability to pursue diverse roles.

4B

Focus group discussions began with clarifying visibility issues. Through

introductions and a description of a woman she views as a leader, each woman
presented her view of leadership. Women who were unique in their professions
were less likely to see their own leadership role than those women who had
positional titles. There were general leadership characteristics the women
agreed upon: communication skills, listening skills, action even in the face of
adversity, and clarity of vision/purpose.
On the whole, all participants felt ambivalent about 'liking' leadership
roles, clearly recognizing some of the strengths and limitations of their positions.

Stresses on families were juxtaposed against the important sense of doing the
right thing. The importance of family and friends as supports was weighed in

time commitment against the need for personal and professional challenges.
The women had ditfering levels of need or interest for personal reflection, but

the leaders were process oriented in their approach to leadership. There

yuas

little correlation articulated between life event timing and leadership decisions
though the women had clearly had opportunities and issues presented. Most of

the women over 45 had volunteer leadership positions before paid workplace
leadership positions.
ln the focus groups the women were more inclined to elaborate on their
experiences with sexual harassment or gender based inequities.
Generationally, the women seemed to cope with situations ditferently. Women
over fitty five tended to approach situations with humor or found effective ways

of sidestepping the problems. Younger women were more inclined to label the
behaviors as harassment and be less tolerant. The work environment of all
participants had minimal gender based problems. Women whose work
exposed them to diverse populations and organizations were more likely to
observe or experience a broader range of discrimination and inequities. The
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examples cited ranged from blatant sexual propositions from male colleagues
or potentially influencial political contacts to pay discrepencies between male
and female employees in a class action suit.

The guestions designed to draw out issues related to viability decisions
(Appendix G-Question Guide: Sections lll and lV) did not provide the
anticipated responses. The women did not list specific workplace or leadership
related benefits such as salaries, health care, child care. The intention of this
study was to generate a list of supports and deterrents to a woman's choice to

lead. On the other hand, two factors relevant to maintaining a leadership role
were repeatedly described in each focus group. Women leaders described as
a critical tactor flexibility in work hours and tasks to allow for other life priorities
(family, friends, health). The other factor rvas the experience of appreciation;

the women could keep going as long as they felt what they did was worthwhile
and appreciated.
ln order to determine the interrelationship between the 3 areas of interest
(the women themselves, their families, and their workplaces), correlation and

factor analysis were performed. Comments from the focus groups suggested

that many of the relationships were interdependent. The following statistical
methods helped determine if the relationships were quantitatively supported.

Correlations
lnitially, selected survey results were categorized into three groupings of
variables based on three sections of the theoretical model described in
Appendix B: the woman herself, her family, and the workplace (Table 4 on
page 57) lists which variables were extrasted from which survey question

results). Each category of variables was correlated with each of the variables

s0

within itself (Tables 5-7, see pages 58-60). lt was hypothesized that the
variables within these three domains would be interrelated. Therefore, this
procedure isolated which pairs of variables had a relationship of occurrence
within the group of guestionnaire respondents. Once correlated, because of the
small sample size, only correlations of .45 or greater were statistically

significant,t Each table of correlations provided information to further
understanding the strength of the theoretical model.
The correlation of variables in Table 5: "The Women Themselves,"
suggested several relationships among variables about the women. A woman
motivated to take her current position for financial rewards was also likely to be

motivated by personal recognition. The leader interested in taking her position
because of a desire to lead was also likely to be motivated by personal

recognition. Financial rewards and a woman's desire to lead were significantly
correrated; more significant were the correrations both variabres had to
personal recognition, Those women motivated by financial rewards or by
recognition tended to like some personal aspect of leadership.

The largest number of significant correlations wsre between family
variables (Table 6-see page 59). Several strong correlations were puzzling.
Women indicating they had a family role at this point in their lives had fewer

children. Those women with a higher number of people in their househotd or
children in their family were less likely to say family was a priority in their life.
One might think that women with more children would have stated the family
role as a priority. Looking at the actual numbers revealed 1) the actual number

1 Statistical significance with correlations is a formula which
takes into account
the total number of responses, then looks at their relationships, Significance is
suggested when the relationship between the variabtes is laiger thEn would be
expected by chance alone. The probability (P value) is always equal to or less
than .05 in order to reach statistical significahce.
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of women with more than 2 children was small (N=4) and 2) that the children of

these women were adult children. lt would appear that older children were
perhaps less demanding and therefore less of a priority.

Table 8.--Number of People in Household (including self)
# in Hous-ehold

#

of._V_Vomen

7

1

I

2
3
4
5

1 1

5
0
32

ln several instances, households included roommates, step children, and/or
extended family members.

Table 9.--Number
# of

Children
0
1-2

3-s

of

Children

__ # of Women
11

17
4
32

These correlations ffiay, in fact, have been biased by the numbers of women
who viewed family as a priority but did not have children. Single women may
have defined tamily as extended family rather than immediate family.

Family size clearly correlated with household finances. Women who
contributed a higher percentage of income tended to have fewer children.
Because of the small sample size (N=32), setf supporting single women w1h no
children

(N4)

affected this correlation. Women with fewer children were more

likely to indicate their families were supportive of their leadership position.
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While statistically significant, one correlation was not interpreted as indicating a
clear relationship: When the amount of income was adequate or more, women
tended to respond that their families did not initially influence them to become

leaders. Without understanding the sequence of decisions, the connection is
unclear between the impact of income and her family's influence on her.
There were other correlations among family variables. Women who
indicated that they had a family role, also tended to: 1) have family as a priority

or, 2) have more members in their household or, 3) were responsible for a
higher financial contribution to the household. The higher financial contibutors
also tended to list family as a priority in their lives. Variables of finance,

children, and family as a priority were clearly linked in family correlations.
The workplace variables included work hour parameters, training and
supports, and the range of the leadership position. Surprisingty, none of the
variables representing the workplaces were significantly correlated (Table 7
see page 60). There were a limited number of distillable variables given the
questionnaire Sructure. The expectation was that the work environment of
women leaders had variables in common but that is not what the correlation
table of these variables indicated.

Factor Analysis
Correlations provided interesting information regarding the pairing of
variables; however, correlations did not provide information about the
interrelatedness of all of the variables in combination. Therefore, to look at the
underlying relationships, the variables were entered into a factor analysis. The
goal of factor analysis was to test further the variabtes in the model developed
in the paper (Appendix

B). The analysis could possibly identify factors which
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represented the relationships among the set of interrelated variables. lt was
hypothesized that the obtained factors would replicate the theoretical domains

of self, family and workplace.
The items entered into factor analysis were determined by creating a
correlation matrix which initially included the variables used in the correlation
tables in the self, family, and workplace arenas (Tables 5-7). Variables which
did not appear to be related to other variables in the matrix through correlation
were then excluded. Those variables which had correlation values greater than
.40 (p<.06) were entered into the factor analysis equation. Therefore, nineteen

variables were entered into the factor analysis. Seven factors with Eigen values
greater than 1.0 were extracted, and they accounted for 78a/o of the total

variance (Table 10, Table 11). Variables clustered (loaded high) on each factor
are reported in the Tables below.

Table 1O.--Factor Analysis: Statistical Results by Factor

F.actor
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

Eioen Value
4.38
3.08
2.04
1.54
1.51
1 .23

1.07

o/o

of Variance
23
16
11

I
I

7
A
b

Explanations:
Eigqn value: Total variance explained by each factor.
9o Variance: Percent of total variance factor
Factor cutotf at Eigen value l.

Cumulative %
23
39
50
58
66
73
79
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Table 11.--Factor Analysis:

Def

ining the Factors

(Factors Derived From Factor Analysis)

Factor 1

Factor 2
Motivation: Recognition

Flole: Family
Household
Number of Floles
Priority: Family
Finances

Flexible Schedule
Religiou#Ethnic Effect
Motivation: To Lead
Motivation: Financial

Factor 3

Factor 4

Birth Order

lnf

Support: Personal

lncome

Factor 5
Likes: Workplace

Factor 0

Expectations: Family

luence: Family

Support: Family
Number of Children

Factgr Z

Training: Workplace

Using varimax rotation, the factors were rotated in order to improve the

interpretation of results and to render the factors more meaningful. To further
clarify data in Tables 10 and 11, the variables were plotted using Factors

2. Variables plotted at the end of axis had high loadings on factors

I and

while those

near the origin had small loadings, lt should be noted that while Factors 1 and

2 supported the self and family theoretical components, these two factors
together only accounted for 390/0 of the total variance. Furthermore, it was
hoped that the factor solution would have been satisfied with fewer factors than

seven. The larger number of factors indicated that this procedure was limited in
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determining the underlying constructs which unified this group of women
leaders
Each factor was composed of those variables which clustered together
on the matrix of occurence. Factor Analysis suggested a communality between
the variables listed in each factor. Factors 1 and 2 were the two most significant

factors. Factor 1 variables related mainly to family priorities and the roles within
the family. lt included variables which determined the number of self identified
roles, the number of household members, and the percentage contributed to
household finances. This confirmed some of the relationship trends linking

family roles cited in the correlation tables. Factor 2 identified both the
motivation to lead and the motivation for recognition. This factor also included a

flexible work schedule. The shared variable of ethnic and/or retigious
background affected life expectations and aspirations.
Factors 3-6 consisted of two variables each. The interdependent
variables occurred with frequency yet did not suggest a complex link. Factors 4
and 6 confirmed information derived from the correlations. When one of the
influences to lead was a family member, the same women tended to have

enough or rnore than enough money. Woman who had family support, tended
to have children. Factor 3 indicated there was a pool of women who shared
birth order as that of eldest, eldest female or only child and some form of
support in their lives that was personally oriented (e.g. therapist, 1Z-step group).
The Factor 5 pool of women had the expectation of a family role. ln addition,
these womsn tended to describe the advantages of leadership as linked to their
workplace (e.9. They enioyed guiding a team of ernployees to complete a task).
Factor 7 was comprised of a single variable representing training in their
workplaces.

s6

The factor analysis only mildly confirmed the theoretical model of self ,
family and workplace access points. The lack of interrelatedness among the
variables may have been connected to the relatively small sample size and the
diverse nature within the sample itself. ln order to examine diversity within the
sample, the individual subjects were plotted using Factor 1 and 2 after rotation.
This analysis revealed that the women clustered in identifiably different areas
thus indicating sample disparity. When the clustering of subjects was
examined, results revealed interesting suggestions of communality. The
women tended to cluster in three areas. 1) where factors of self and family were

strong, 2) where there was less identification with self and stronger connection
with family, and 3) where there was little affiliation with either self or family

variables (identified specifically as women without children or whose children
are grown and out of the house).
It was possible that the influence of marital status, child bearing, and age

significantly influenced the ways in which women responded to the
questionnaire and in turn how they represented the areas of self, family, and the

workplace. While due to small sample size, this study was unable to examine
these influences, a future study should consider the statistical significance of
these influencing factors.
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Table 4

Correlations: Defining the Variables
{Guide to Which Ouestion' Goes With Which Variable}
omen
i

O*

Srcuon

il

2

1t

2

Title of Variables Used in Tables 5, 6, & 7
lMotivation: Financial
Motivation: To Lead

t] iz

Motivation: Flecognition
lMotivarion: Lcarn
Likas: Personal

?

il

il
V

J

I

Education

I

l

rtl

0

lsrpoon: Fersonal

1

Birth OrCer

,l

il

Parsonal

lNumber of Holes

vr l1
I]

I ratn

1

Age: Motivating Event

I
I

Their Families

il i3
ill
Iil

lntluence: Famiiy
Flole: Family
Z lPriorit.v: Famity
3&.1 Expectation: Family
1

i

IA

ill

7
lV I t

lChore Erfecr

Ht

i

iNumUlr of Chitcren

5

lFinances

/r

r

ancofne

V i 2
VI
7

iFeligiou9Ethnic Eflect

il
VI

[Education: Value

lHousehotd

10

_Suppons: Family

6

The Workplaces
r

l
I

t

I
| tr

t-

iPosrtlon: Historicallv Women
Flexible Sihedute
Travel

i1
'11

II

il

I

II

a

il
ilt
il

3&4

Iri

Ljkes: Workplace
Training: We4pllgq
Support: Wilhin
Have Mentor

11
|

t

ExpectEtion: Workplace
fr,{entor Cthers

t rL

0 lGenaral Suppon: tlt'orlplaco
i

I

Ouestion by section and number from the surve y guestionnaire
(See Appendix C for questionnaire)
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this study I sought to understand how and under what circumstances

women leaders choose and maintain their leadership roles in the context of
their lives. I wanted to understand the scope of leadership as more women
assume traditionally defined positional leadership roles. I made an assumption
that there is a dynamic between leaders and the supporl systems in which they

function, that is conducive to the formation of leaders.
As a result of my research etfort I have a stronger sense of the leadership
development process. This process or leadership dynamic includes many less
visible leadership opportunities which lead women to more visible positional
leadership roles. Isolating women's leadership choices within the larger
context of a leadership process is multifaceted. Critical factors which atfect the
leadership dynamic include the sociological context of the group, the needs of
group members, and the traits attributed to the leader (e.g. information, vision,
organizational skills, charisma). I have learned that delineating the different
elements in the leadership process leads more often to complex issues than to
clear answers. There can be both positive and negative leadership dynamics in
terms of the integrity of the group members, the task accomplished, and the
mentaUspirituaUphysical/emotional health of the participants. Models of a

positive leadership dynamic that include a healthy life balance for leaders, are
difficult to find. The trade-otfs seem extreme for both men and women. This
study provides more information towards better understanding women's access
points to leadership.
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Appl.igabilitv of the Theo.retical Model
My conclusions on how visibility, accessibility, and viability influence
women's pathways suggest that access points to leadership vary. While
seeing what limits each of these factors, ! have also come to appreciate how the

women in this study have gone beyond the limitations to assume positional
leadership roles. I have come to understand that each woman leader has a
ditferent set of expectations and experiences that defines the journey to her
leadership position.

Visibility
Visibility is obscured by limiting the definition of leader, the low
percentage of women in positional roles, and the lack of acknowledgement of or
credit to, women who have led. The women in this study are visible to the

public in positional leadership roles. The results of the literature review in
Chapter

2 suggest that visibility is a two-fold

process whereby the women see

themselves as leaders and are seen by others as leaders. The literature also
indicates that visibility is fundamentally influenced by a woman's definition of
leadership as well as how other people define leadership. The research in this
study indicates that visibility is atfected by both perception and definition. A
number of women, who hold prestigious positionat roles within professions and
with titles, are uncomfortable calling themselves leaders. These women do not

see a fit between their definition of leader and the position they hold. lt is
certainly possible that positional title does not guarantee actual leadership. lt is
also possible that there is a problem with the definition of leadership. For
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example, several respondents refer to their leadership position as a "calling".
Would leadership that presumes strength be less threatening to women and
others if defined by a spiritual outlook? Or is a divine'calling" a paradigm, in
keeping with religiou#new age trends that simply places the role of leader in a
realm beyond the workplace? Flegardless of outlook, most participants in this
study gained a sense of themselves as leaders from their childhood patterns of
involvement with peers and activities. Most participants did have models for

community involvement, within their families, which had a positive motivating
value in nurturing participation in community as a precursor to leadership.
About half of the women specifically identify having mentors themselves
but nearly all women are mentors to others. Most of the women identify
someone in their lives as having influenced or encouraged them to take on
leadership roles. The greater ditficulty they themselves have in finding mentors,
inspires current women leaders to provide mentorship to up and coming.

leaders. Being noticed and providing encouragement are significant
enhancements to potential leadership visiblity.

Accessibility
Accessibilty is limited by sociological constructs in the family, the
workplace, and the community. Women often must overcome outdated coping
mechanisms and adaptations to societal pressures in order to gain access to
leadership roles. Accessibility is facilitated by iuggling that promotes healthy
leadership dynamics.
Research did not resolve the debate as to whether a person is born with
leadership traits or these traits are nurtured

skills. Since many of the study

participants have been leaders since youth, one can argue that the findings
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support a natural predisposition toward leadership. On the other hand, the
women also describe acquiring skills and having the opportunity to lead. The
data reveal a continuum that includes elements of nature and nurture

. Each

leader exhibited elements of both. The process involves an interdependent
dynamic of life choices which fostered their leadership opportunities. Women
harness their potential for leading and overcome difficutties in assuming

leadership positions.
Accessibility is influenced by a complex overlay of generational issues
that are ditficult to separate into independent variables. Participants within
similar age cohorts tended to have similar responses to issues. An example of
a generational response was evident in the focus groups during a discussion
on the timing of leadership choice. Most older women had their children first
and then moved into the workplace or leadership positions. The older women
also tended to return for schooling later in life. There was also a ditference in
how women over 50 years old perceived harassment. Only 160/o of the study

participants (N=4 were over 60 years old, which is not enough to justify
statislical validation of generational assumptions within this study. Common
generational life pathways are anticipated by some researchers who prehr
'longitudinal' research (monitoring trends over a span of years) to clarify

patterns. The literature review also supports the likelihood that age cohorts
have similar career paths based on the societal structures of the times.
For women, access to leadership is supported by education, skills, and

opportunity. The maiority of women leaders surveyed have advanced degrees.
The families of most of the women leaders value education. ln the focus

groups, women leaders emphasized the need for developing both education
and skills through traditional academic and experiential pathways. The
participants emphasized the impofiance of recognizing opportunity and taking
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steps toward making the most of opportunity. Choices were sometimes

conscious and informed. Leaders also described opportunities that were
spontaneous and involved risk. To maximize accessibility along their pathways,
women need opportunities to create and to succeed in order to become a

leader. Leaders need to go beyond their fear of change and take a positional
role with a new threshold of responsiblity. ln telling their own stories about
pathways to leadership and hearing the stories of others, women broaden their

vision of opportunity and leadership.

The majority of the women in the study represented leadership in the
traditionally female dominated arenas of social service, education, and health

care. A maiority (780/o) of the respondents to the survey worked in situations
where female workers outnumbered male. This challenges the reality of access

to leadership roles in a broader arena. While women have worked in fields
traditionally dominated by numbers of women, they have been less present in

the leadership positions. Numerous women in this study had been promoted
within their organizations but there are no definitive data that indicate the
specific length of time needed to enter a positional leadership role. The
majority of the leaders in the sludy were in their current positions 5 years or

less. The paucily of women who have been in positional leadership

roles for

longer than 5 years, leads me to ask whether there were limits to accessibility in

the past.
The findings were not conclusive on my initial assumption that there were
easily identiflable factors in a worlplace conducive to developing women for
leadership

roles. Most interesting was the fact that women seemed to find

positional niches in organizations that were either large or small. Mid-size
organizations did not seem to supply access points to leadership. The data
from the suruey, that seventy-nine percent of the women worked in
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organizations larger than 500 employees or smaller than 25 employees,
strongly suggests this is a significant variable. This finding is contrary to
Flosener (1990) who asserts

that women have more options in mid-size

companies going through transitions. Rosener's article suggests that
companies at times of transitions are forced to take risks they may not take
othenrise. The women of this study indicate that small companies, whether self
owned or not, or large companies which have mechanisms for promotion within
them, are more accessible venues to positional leadership roles.

Viability
Viability is Iimited by cultural realities and perceptions of choice. The
women studied in this thesis chose to be leaders. Leadership is one of the
roles these women are juggling. Focus group participants repeatedly stressed

two key factors which made their leadership choices viable: 1) flexibility and Z)

appreciation. Flexibility primarily referred to work hours. Women teaders were
willing to work many hours but wanted a degree of flexibility as to when they
worked to allow room for other life priorities. Appreciation referred to both a
woman's own satisfaction with a job well done and other people's appreciation

of her contribution. lf flexibility and appreciation wsre part of the leadership
environment at work, other work conditions appeared less significant.

The majority of leaders in this study live in dual income households.
Some participants obserue that the financial support provided a safety net and
allowed them to take certain risks. Other women said not having adequate

financial support forced them to take positional risks towards leadership roles
since they needed longer term financial options.
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ln an era with tremendous demands on people's time and energies,
some women have chosen to lead. I see this as a dynamic of changing
circumstances intersecting with personal choice. I had expected that financial
rewards or the support of benefits to be a high priority. An assumption I made
was that the thesis results would focus on the supportive and detracting
elements of leadership. ln both the focus groups and the questionnaires,

women did not address eilher specific supportive or detracting terms of
workplace finances and/or benefits (pension, insurance, health). The large
body of literature on the "glass ceiling' supports the claim that organizations
have many ways of "derailing" potential leaders in the workplace. Women in

this study, however, found or created pathways that maximized access.
National advocate for systemic changes in the workplace, Felize Schwartz,
argues for improvement of factors I would catagorize as access related

(Appendix B), as her main focus for improving women's options. lnterestingly,
this was not the area pivotal to women choosing to suslain a positional
leadership role. ln fact, this particular sampling of women, had already worked
through leadership arena access issues.
Family life is an influential variable in women's lives. How women work

out leadership demands within their family unquestionably allows for
negotiating a leadership position. Juggling also involves needing to know
when and how to let go of some things. Women leaders need to explore
personalized norms, to counter traditional societal norms, in order to gauge
household responsibilities in the total context of their lives. For exampte, some
women let someon8 else clean the house so they are free to do things they

prefer. Frequently, women decide to find supplementary child care rather than
be consumed by guilt for not staying with their children all the time. Some
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women initially choose child rearing as their focus and later build up their

careers. Prioritizing is essential and often ditficult for women.
Examination of the Model with Suggestions

for Further

Studies

The theoretical model which grew out of the literature review (appendix
B) was a useful paradigm within which to examine leadership. The categories
of visibility, accessibility, and viability encompassed the range of issues that

appeared to me as necessary for examining women's pathways to leadership.
Each category included variables about the women themselves, their families,
and their workplaces. The study both affirmed and challenged my hypotheses.

The initial categories provided a useful framework to begin
understanding leadership pathways. Additional complexity was apparent with

the mix and flow of variables. There were issues within the generat discussion
of leadership from the Literature Review that proved relevant to the study

results. The definition of leaders and leadership that was ambiguous in the
literature was also ambiguous among study participants.
I originally thought the workplace or leadership arena would have a

much clearer role to play in any of the accessibility or visibility options,
particularly in the viability of choice for women. With none of the work variables
scoring high in either correlation or factor analysis, I would now question that

assumption. The diversity of the work arenas may have raised too many
possibilities to correlate in a significant way, perhaps because they were
unrelated to leadership issues.
To clarify further factors that affect and sustain leadership choice

I

recommend a study looking at the same access arenas across cultures. I also
recommend contrasting responses of a group of male leaders and men in non-
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traditional family situations (where men are caretaking the children and are not
the primary bread winners) to see if the pathways to leadership were similar to
those for women. While not all of the twists and turns were gender based,

gender did atfect the access points along women's pathways to leadership.
Other variations of a study would be to sample male and female positional and

non-positional leaders, or perhaps to take onon-leaders' or unsuccessful
aspiring leaders (identitying the sample population would be difficult in this
situation) as a possible control group and see at which point they were derailed
from the process and for what reason. The women in this study found some
route to leadership that worked for them, but there are other women who either

did not realize they had choices along the way, or who did have choices and
chose roles other than positional leadership.

The responses to questions about priorities and choices might have had
more clarity if the questionnaire and quantifying of data had been designed with

a greater distinction between wornen with and without children. The data
suggest the family has a significant impact on juggling. Were I to repeat the

study using the same questionnaire, women with and without children would
answer questionnaire sections l, ll, V but have distinctly different sections for lll

and

lV.

Results for women with and without children would be reported

separately.
Essentially the theoretical model is a helpful framework for exploring the
broad vision of leadership access. ln order to strengthen the application of the

model, leadership needs to be clearly defined. Yet the flexibility of the model
allows for the definition of leadership to continue to evolve. The impact of

community on leadership access points needs to be more fully understood.
While the theoretical model is an interesting framework for the discussion of
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leadership access, the interdependency of the variables limits the applicability
of the model.

A Critical Examination of the Methodology
lffith Suqoestions for Further Studies
The advantages of my methodology were: 1) it was inexpensive to use a
local, small sampling; 2) the information gathered was current; 3) the questions

were tailored to what this study was looking at and allowed for both qualitative
and quantitative

data. lnformation for data was influenced by women leaders'

ability to interpret their orrrn circumstances.

Developing a method had some intrinsic limitations when in the hands of

a novice rssearcher. The sampling was admittedly limited and biased both
geographically and in its potential for overgeneralization of a small sample
applied to a larger group. ldentifying a sample of positional leaders by title was
a simple way to narrow the pool of leaders yet it did not allow for either the

inclusion of leaders who were not in positional roles or the exclusion of people
in positional roles who were, in fact, not leaders. I am not sure if the sample

would be more reliable if limited to a specific pool of leaders from a specific
industry, issue or organization, or if the sample needs to be larger. The
preferred focus group size would be 7-B participants. The sampling could also
include a control group reflective of those women who struggled or did not find
a solution to establishing a positional leadership

role.

ldentitying subjects

would continue to be problematic as long as the definitions of leader are
ambiguous.
The sampling method was not designed to seek out a culturally diverse
group of women. There were no guestions on the questionnaire that
specifically asked a participant's race, religion, or sexual preference. From the
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responses, I noted there was at least one African-American and one JapaneseAmerican rnoman. The focus group participants were all white. There were at
least 3 lesbians represented in the total sample. I did attempt to find women

representing a range of ages and lite choices. Questions were designed to be
inclusive of a range of life choices.

The questionnaire format needed to be more directly linked with specific
variables in the literature review model in order to determine more closely the
applicability of the variables to the model. Open ended questions, such as

"What do you like about being a leader?," were useful when they yielded a
wide range

of

applicable information. But to clarify or confirm the parameters of

the categories proposed by the model, I would suggest additional specific
questions at other points ln the survey. Does being a leader have specific
benefits with regard to iob security and financial stabiity? Open ended
questions were less predictable and allowed for the respondent's perceived
meaning to be other than that which was intended by the researcher. For

example, what I had assumed would be the primary research discussion about
the workplace supports and deterrents to leadership, was not directly
addressed in either the focus groups or the questionnaire, Several possiblities
may explain this difference between expectations and outcome. Perhaps
women found the specific questions overwhelming to answer in the
queslionnaire, had not wanted to take the time to answer, or had never looked
at the issue in such a way before. Maybe the question was unclear and needed

to be phrased ditferently.
The coding of the questionnaires put the responses through yet another
potentially biasing process as interpreted by the researcher. While I thought the
queslions were clear and easily quantifiable when I wrote and tested them, the
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actual responses were more complex and varied. Further testing and revision
of the questionnaire may have lessened the problem.
The complement and contrast of both quantitative and qualitative
research were helpful in clarifying the women's experiences. The focus groups
yielded data and linkages that were not evident by looking only at the statistics
and were, therefore, very useful. lf future researchers choose to build upon

these findings, the analysis above may assist them in developing their
methodology and research design.

Recommen-dations

f

or Enhancino women's Leadership

Based on the results of this study, I have developed a brief list for

strengthening and expanding women's leadership opportunities and pathways
by building visibility, accessibility, and viability. The recommendations for
women who aspire to leadership are:

1. Work on an issue, cause, or something

that has personal

value and meaning: Most of the participants in the study found that their
drive and satisfaction were tied to a cause or issue they found meaningful.
Therefore, leadership can be fostered by working on an issue, cause, or
something that has personal value and meaning.

2.

Find or build a support system: All of the participants in the

study had some support system in their lives. They also had been Bncouraged
by someonB in their past. Therefore, in order to strengthen a leadership role,
women need to find or build a support system that includes colleagues, friends,
families and/or mentors. Workplaces can foster this to some extent by
developing formal and informal support systems within the organization.
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3. Develop a secure tinancial footing:

Many of the women in this

study had a secure tinancial foundation. The foundation was often a shared
econornic household base, but also included assessing basic financial needs
and looking for positions that provided what was needed. Women leaders need

to discern their personal financial needs and build on what has personal
significance in the context of their specific life priorities.

4. Recognize opportunities: Women leaders recognize
opportunities, either at the time or in retrospect. They take risks to be creators
and are willing to learn from mistakes. They change, risk, and take stands in
spite of fear. Women can seek out leadership arenas which draw from

organizations that provide an atmosphere in which this type of learning and
development occurs.

5.

Listen to and share life stories: The process of listening to the

stories of other women leaders and sharing one's own journey helps each
woman understand herself and her options.

6.

Develop systems of appreciation and recognition: Women in

the focus group clarified that choosing to lead involved a sense of
accomplishment and belief in an

issue. Organizations therefore, need to

develop systems of appreciation and recognition at all levels in order to
increase the participation of women in leadership roles.

7- Create flexibility: The majority

of the vyomen in this study

emphasized the need for flexibility in order to juggle a leadership role.
Leadership arenas are more accessible to women when work hours allow for
uvomen to nurture their leadership role in the context of their lives, not
as the

only role in their lives. Work places which otfer a variety of supports such as
child care, slck leave, and flex-time broaden the options which facilitate the
flexibility.
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8.

Learn and educate: Women in positional leadership roles are

formally educated. Women who want to lead need to further their education.
An organization that wants women in leadership roles can also provide access

to education. Education includes both formal and experiential components.
Practicial skills should include the application of time management, reflection,
and prioritizing.

g.

Be visible to yourself and others: Visibility in and accessibility

to a variety of leadership roles for women in an organization is encouraging to
other women considering leadership as one of their life options.

Women's Pathways -tq. Leadership
ln conclusion, despite the limitations of methodology and model, there
were relevant discoveries in this study. Women leaders are interested in talking
about their iuggling of roles. Women created pathways to leadership. The

trade-off between priorities is as individual as each woman with regard to
personal, family and workplace needs. Why a women initially accepts a
positional leadership role may not be why she stays in the role. Because one's
life process is constantly shifting, juggling is a necessary part of the process.

Family is the priority that necessitates the most creative negotiating with the
allocation of time and finances. Flexiblity is the key to juggling. lf the workplace
is inflexible, then home life needs to be more

so. Supports and

acknowledgement are crucial, but can occur in a diversity of ways. Everyone
has some support, but the form and rnethod

vary. Women can and do create

pathways which include leadership.
Here are five composites based on this thesis research which model
juggling options for women leaders:
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Leader

1: is a widow with grown children who shares a household

with a

roommate. Her leadership role necessitates some travel and many night
rneetings. Her comrnitment to causes is fulfilling. She is completing a Master's
Degree in night school to further develop her skills. She is afforded more
flexibility with household responsibilities since her roommate helps with
expenses and is a homebody who loves to cook and care fsr the dog.
Leader

2:

is a young mother in mid-life. She has lett her corporate position

and developed a consulting business in her home to accomodate the schedule

of her children. She is maintaining a client base that will allow her to return to a
traditonal positional role when her children are in school. Her spouse supplies
half the household income and is responsible for most household chores.

Leader 3: is a married woman in mid-life with no children. She works long
hours and is challenged by her fast-track position which has come through a
series of promotions at her company. She loves to nurture up and coming

leaders, Her spouse has an equally demanding position in another firm. They
pay service workers to attend to their household responsiblities.
Leader

4:

is a divorced woman with two children. She is in a positionat

leadership role which includes flex-time work hours and a complete benefits

package. She rents a house in a neighborhood where other children live
nearby, and has worked out a daycare sharing agreement with some of her
neighbors that allows adequate time for her positon. She is frustrated with her
lack of time for herself and her friendships but also knows that this time crunch
is only for a few years while her children are young. She schedules a weekly

lunch with supportive friends.
Leader

5:

is married with teenage children. The many years she has spent

volunteering in civic organizations have led to her positional leadership role in
her volunteer organization. She is often asked to speak in public forums and
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attends meetings most nights of the week. Her spouse, while working during
the day, is at home evenings to supervise carpools and care for their children.

Women leaders possess a variety of skills, an ability to see opportunity,
and the courage to take risks. Although the gravity of the risk may not have
been fully understood, women leaders were willing to dive

in. At times, these

women put themselves into unknown areas that were beyond their experience.
Several focus group participants described an evolving awareness similar to
Bateson's (1989) description of the "quilt' that slowly becomes apparent but

was not the intention of these women leaders at the beginning of their
leadership process. The quilt, for the women in this study, exemplified the
realization that they were leaders and saw pathways in retrospect rather than

planning it all out in the beginning. Older women, over 55, agreed that an
important lesson they used as they aged, was taking time to weigh and reflect
as they sauv more. This skill, the ability to see the large picture, was further

refined by a process which stressed a focus on common ground. These leaders
proceeded in a conscious way that put energy into searching for the common
ground and what was possible rather than trying to convince everyone there
was only one right way.
ln this study, women leaders wanted and needed to talk about the
process of iuggling. Those women invited, wanted to participate and were
anxious to hear of the results. The categories of visibility, accessibil1y, and

viability highlighted access points on the pathways to leadership. The roles
within family, self, and workplacs were additional influences that women
leaders brought to their journeys. Women's paths to leadership are clearly
diverse.
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RECOMMENDED HEADING

LIST

AnnotAted SOurCeS

1. Anderson, Eonnie S. and Judith P. Zinsser. (1988). A histpry of
their own. Hew York: Harper and Row.
A two volume overview of history focusing on women. The chaper headings
suggest categories which delineate roles in historical perspective. Chapter 4
.Traditions Empowering
Women" puts leadership in the framework of specific
historical patterns.

2.

Astin, Helen S. and Carole Leland. (1991). Women of influence.
women of vislon. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers.

A cross-generational study of leaders and social change which examines the
achievements of women leaders who worked for education and social justice in
America from the 1960s through the 1980s. The authors compile personal
histories and interviews with 77 women. They also explore different forms of
leadership. Thoughtful, articulate, and thought provoking.

3. Bass, Bernard M. (1990). Stodgitl's handbook
Srd Edition. New York: The Free Press. Chapte r
Leadership,' pp. 707-717.

of

leaders.hip.

32:

"Women and

Survey of research with concise summary of issues surrounding women and
leadership. Useful for overview of topics. Nice introductory source for research
articles. The format is academic yet readable for a general audience.

4.

Bateson,

tlary Catherine. (1989). Qomposjnq a life. New

Penguin Books (Plume).

York:

Ms. Bateson is an anthropologist who explores themes in the lives of 5 women.
After conducting in-depth personal interviews with the women, she sees
patterns emerging. The book is divided into themes derlved from the pattern
seeing.

5.

Cantor, Dorothy W. & Bernay, Toni. with Jean Stoess. (1gg2).
llljqen.iln Power: The secrets gt leadership. Boston: Houghton

Miff lin Company.
lnterviews with 25 women who are elected political leaders in the United States.
Focus on three common threads that make up leadership fabric: competent
selt, creative aggression and womanpouver. Clear discussion of methodology,
sources and findings.
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6.

Collins, Nancy W, Gilbert, Susan K., and Hycum, Susan H.
ar{inn, Makina tnr h r*hainac nrr the ael frar-lr
(1e88), Women
Lexington: The Stephen Greene Press,
These three professional women, highly successful in their careers, interview
other women about the trade otfs between career, family and personal lives.
lncludes a chapter written from their husbands' perspectives.

7.

eted adv ntaoes
Crosby, Faye J. (1991) - I r rrrrr ina: The u
ol balancing career a,nd home for women and their families. Hew
York: The Free Press.
The author is a recognized expert on gender issues, professor of psychology,
and chair of the Psychology Department at Smith college who challenges the
conflicting roles theory. Crosby argues that fixation on the conflict between
women, families and work is a diversionary tactic, deflecting from the real
problems within roles: sex discrimination at work, gender expectations at home,
and the tradition of rugged individualism in which each nuclear family is
supposed to be self-sufficient. Well documented. Thought-provoking. Chapter
6 "Ah, Men', looks at stakes men have in struggling with women's role changes.

I.

Eaglg Alice H. and Blair T. Johnson. (1990). Gender and
leadership style: A meta-analysis. Psychological Bulletin. 108 (2),
2 33-2 56.
Meta-analysis of research comparing leadership styles of rnen and women.
Finds both the presence and absence of differences between the sexes.
Findings are interpreted in terms of a social role theory of sex differences in
social behavior. Fairly technical and discriminating in assessment. Source for
academic research articles for a more in-depth follow-up.

g.

Ferguson, Trudy and Joan S. Dunphy. (lgg1). Answers tg the
Mommy Trsck: How wives -and mothers in business reach the tqo
and balange their_ lives. Far Hills, HJ: New Horizon press.
Both authors have PhDs and are teachers. The book describes the results of a
ten'year survey of achievers and mothers who strive to maintain a balanced
family life. Flespondents all earn $100,000+/year. Authors use TLe Manaqerial
Woman (Hennig and Jardim 1976) as a contrast. lncludes tips and tactics-for
women and the workplace to encourage the strengths that make the balance
possible. Expect lots of information in loose framework. Chapter'lZ 'How-To
For lndividuals" has helpful exercise for assessing a person's support network.
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10. Helgeson, Sally. (1990). T.he .fe.male- advan_tage:. llUomen's
ways gf Ieadership. New York: Doubleday,
A journalist looks at 4 succes#ul women leaders using the "diary studies"
model. This approach, looking at the details of day to day life, is modeled on
Mintzberg's 1960s study of male managers. Helgeson merges her information
into the broader picture of proposed female style organization strategies and
theories

11. Helibrun, Carolyn. (1988). ltritlnq a woman's
Ballentine Books.

lite.

Hew York:

This readable, short book explores several issues. One is the censoring of
historical biography/autobiography in relation to women's lives. Two, the author
gives historical examples of celebrated women writers who have struggled with
their roles. And finally, there are thought provoking references to aspects of
women's lives which have been lett out of written media.

12. Hochschild, Arlie with Anne Hachung. (19S9). The.Sgcond ,shift.
New York: Viking Penguin, lnc.
This is a sociological study looking at couples struggling to find time and energy
for jobs, children and marriage. The "second shift" is coming home and doing
home oriented work after a day on the job somewhere else. A useful
articulation of an issue that is larger than the parenting couple and societal in
scope.

13. Karnes, F.A. & Bean, s,il. (1ggg). Girls and youno -wgmen
leadino the wav. Minneapolis: Free Spirit Publishing lnc.
Resource for educators providing short stories about initiatives for change by
young women. This book is written in a general format aimed at developing
leadership, Sections include twenty individual experiences; each experience
includes a brief description of the leader's involvement, what other interested
people can do, and additional sources of information.

14. ilcLaughlin, steuen D. et al. (1gg8). The qhgnoing lives of
A.merican women. Chape! Hill: The University of North Garolina
Press. Using the sociological research "tife-course perspective," as applied to
demographic data, the authors trace trends in educational attainment, marital
patterns, employment and childbearing over the last 50 years. They explore
how both attitudes and behaviors affect the roles of student, wife, mother, and
labor force participant. Based on a series of reports commissioned by
Cosmopolitan magazine in 1984,
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15. Mintz, Steuen and Susan Kellogg. (1 988). Domestic

re"volutions: A social historv of American fanily-,lifg, New York: The
Free Pressliltacmillan, {nc.
,

An anthropologist and historian look at the family and stressers that impact
family structure. More specifically, the impact of shifting gender roles, child care,
economics, issues of technology and supporting institutions on the work force.
Furthermore, they explore the implications of these dynamics for the working
man and woman.

16. Schwartz, Felize N. with Jean Zimmerman. (1992). Breaking
with tradition: Women and work. the new fAqts of life. New York:
Warner Books, lnc,
Schwartz is president and founder of Catalyst, a non-profit research and
advisory organization that works with corporations to foster the career and
leadership development of women. With this book, she articulates her hopes
for the workplace and explains the importance of making the workplace family
friendly. lncludes a chapter which specifically addresses the 'mommy track'
debate.

17. Tavris, Carol. (1992). Misrneasure pf women. New york:

Simon and Schuster (Touchstone).

Tavris, a social psychologist, unmasks the widespread but invisible custom of
treating men as the normal standard and women as abnormal. This book
expands the vision of normalcy by showing similarities between men and
wornsn. The author argues that real differences are not caused by gender but
by disparities in power, resources and life experiences.
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Minnesota Sources for Women and Leadership
Newsoaners and Periodicals

*The lilinneapolfs Star and Tilbune
The daily newspaper regularly runs articles in the Variety, former Sunday
Magazine, and Business Sections. For example:
-"Chris VoelzA/isonary or Vindictive?" (October '10, 19gg). Cover and 12A.
-"Joan Growe's Political Legacy" (January 3, 1993). Star Tribune Maga4i_nF
cover article.
-'\ffomen in Power--CommonTraits Helped Female Politicians" (september 13,
19gA). Pg. 1E, 3E.
-"Few Women At The Top" (Sunday, May 3, 1992). Pg. 1D.

*Minnesota Monthly
This monthly magazine occasionally has articles specific to issues related to
women and leadership. For example:
-"Raising Strong Confident Daughters" (August lgg2).

*Tfie Minnesota lfornen's Press
771 Raymond Avenue, St. Paul, MN ESll4
Phone: (612) 646-3968
Editor: Molly Hoben
Founded in 1984, this nawspaper dedicates itself to being a forum in which
many women see themselves. This paper describes itself as approaching news
from a psrsonal rather than an institutional perspective, describes women's
experiences in respectful ways and reflects the diversity as well as the shared
experiences of women. The Women's Press is published every other
Wednesday. This is an excellent source for individual life stories, descriptions of
local leadership programs and opportunities, and regular listings of local
uromsn's accomplishments. They also publish an annual direciory 'Guide to
Women in Business and Women's Organizations and Resources.t'

*I\lew Hoon tor Girls
P.O. Box 3620

Duluth, MN 55803-9905
A magazine wirtten by and for girls. Also available is N,e!v Moon Network For
Adults Who Care About Girts.
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Publications aDd Books
Blatti, J. (compiler). (1993). Women's history in Minnesota: A survey of
Bublished sources and dissertations. St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Society
Press.

Commission on the Economic Status of Women and the Hubert Humphrey
lnstitute of Public Affairs. (1984, August). Womqn in Minnesota.
Hansen, L. S. & Lichtor, M.B. (1984 Car.ger oafiems of selected women
leaders: .An exploratory study. Minneapolis: A Project Conducted under
the Sponsorship of the Minneapolis Y\ffCA.
Minnesota Women's Consortium. (February

lggl).

Business Directory.

Minnesota Women's Fund. (1990). Fleflectiqns of rish: Qrowino up female in
Minnesota.

Stuhler, B. & Kreuter, G. (editors). (1974. Women of Minnesota: Selected
biooraphical essays. St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Society.
Tiernan, T. and Sorenson, M.E. (1992). Women as nioneers and risktakers: A
classroom-extension to the 1992 Women's TranEi-Arctic Ex$edition. St. Paul:
AWE Foundation.
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Proorams,_ Workshops.

and Organizations

*Girl Seouts Council;
Greater Minneapolis

St. Croix Valley

5601 Brooklyn Boulevard
Minneapolis, MN 55414
Phone: 535-4602

400 South Robert Street
St. Paul, MN 55107
Phone: 227-8835

This organization has 4 goals for girls: 1) developing self to achieve one's full
potential, 2) relating to others with increasing understanding, skill, and respect,
3) developing values to guide her actions and to provide the foundation for
sound decision making, 4) contributing to the improvement of society through
the use of her abilities and leadership skills, working in cooperation with others.
Girl Scouting is available to all girls ages 5 to 17. Troops are statfed with
volunteers. Girls benefit from having an all girl environment with female role
models, oppottunities for risk taking, and lessons aimed at the unique
challenges of girlhood.

*Leadership llinneapolfs
Young Quinlan Building
81 South 9th Street, Suite 200
Minneapolis, MN 55402-3229
Phone: 370-9181
Contact: Lonnie Bell
This program has been conducted by the Greater Minneapolis Chamber of
Commerce since 1976. The program looks to sustain and strengthen
leadership. Over one year participants meet monthly and are exposed to a
variety of issues facing the region. The gender breakdown of participants has
gone from the original more men than women, to equal numbers male/female in
the late 1980's, to more women than men in the early 1990's. Suburban areas
run similar programs sponsored by their Chambers' of Commerce. Applications
are due in June, candidates must be sponsored by their organization or
employer. Tuition $1 ,500. Partial grants are avairable.

*League

of

Women l/oters of f,finnesota
550 Rice St., St. Paul, MN SE10g
Non partisan, grassroots, political organization encouraging informed and
active citizen participation in government. Offices located in major cities and
state wide.

*Minnesota }l/ornen's Consortium
550 Rice Street, St. Paul, MN 55103.
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Phone: (612) 228-0338
FAX: (612) 292-s417
An association of organizations and individuals committed to femrnist goals not
in conflict with the Houston Plan of Action, U.N. Decade for Women 1 977. lt is a
resource center in which 165 groups share space, equipment, skills, knowledge
and information. The consortium publishes two sheets each week: 1) The
Capitol Eulletin with legal, economic, political news., research, statistics, and a
calendar of events
2) The Legi$lative Renorter with federal/state/local legislation, state department
rules and regulations,and openings on boards and commisssions. Weekly
discussions of issues/legislation.

*Perspecfiyes on Business

in the gOs

Forum sponsored by the Friends of the Minneapolis Public Library--October
1994 'Women in Business" Speakers Laura Chin, VP (Leeann Chin lnc.),
Dorothy Dolphin, President (Dolphin Temporary Seruices), and Floxanne
Givens, President and CEO (Legacy Management and Development). Each
\,voman presented her story of accomplishment or her perspective on women in
business.

*Young ffornen's Christian Assocfation
fylyCAJ

1130 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, MN 55403
Phone: 332-0501

The YI,VCA is committed to empowering girls and women. Programs
acknowledge the contributions of women in the community.

* Some religious organizations:
For example, the National Council of Jewish Women (NC;IW) is holding a
conference for adolesent girls on esteem, titled "Atfirm," in October of tbgS.
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* Loca! universities and educational institutions, in addition to women's studies
departments or coursework, have a variety of opportunities. For example:

*Iugsb urg College
2211 Fliverside Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 554il

Phone: 330-1 2U

in Leadership
Degree program that focuses on developing leadership skills and
awareness of organization structure.

-iilasters of Arts

-Panel discussions with local women leaders (including Augsburg
alumni) on topics for women such as "Balancing Act" (February 1993)
and "Composing Your Career: Variations on a Theme" (February 1992).

*fhe CoIIege ol St. Catherine
2004 Randolf Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55105
Educating women for leadership since 1908.

-The

St

Catherfne Forum on Women

in

Leadership

Begun in 1992-3, the annual forum hosts three outstanding women who
are leading the tyay toward transforming cultural norms that affect
Arnerican women. Luncheon format. Fee covsrs luncheon and program.

-Conference *Renewing Our Leadershfp-A Persona! Development Retreat for Women Leaders at Mid-Career"
held in April 1993 for women leaders to share their achievements and
challenges with peers, and to develop themselves along three important
dimensions of the College of St. Catherine's Leadership Model: fne
Etfective, the Ethical and the Enduring.
-Summer leadership program for girls entering 11th and 1Ah grades who
show leadership potential.

*Hamline University
-Minnesota Genter
Hamline University
1536 Hewitt Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55204
Director: Laura Savin

lor women in

Government
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Dedicated to promoting vvomen's effective involvement in government.
Non-partisan, educational, and networking activities. Sponsored a
conference in October 1995 "Women Learning, Women Leading, Women
in Action."

-Upper lLfidwest UIomen's History Center
c/o Hamline University
c-1924
1536 Hewitt Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55104- 128Hphone: (612) 64tr'-1727
FAX: 926-2958
Director: Susan Hill Gross
For over 15 years, the Women's History Center has developed materials
and distributed resources that document the historical experiences of
women and girls. Examples of their materials include: Wasted
Flesourcqs. Dimjnished Lives--The lm.oact of Bov Preference on. the Lives
ef Girls and Womqn and Creatino Gender Eguitv--Moving from
Awarenpss to Action. They also publish a quarterly newsletter and
conduct workshops.

*University of Minnesota

-Course'Some Women Are Born Leaders: A Conversation" otfered
through Gontinuing Education and Extension-Compleat Scholar
(Oetober 1993).
'Humphrey Fellows (formerly called the Mondale Fellows) is a year long
program which meets monthly. Participants are viewed as either current
or potential community leaders. Programming is designed to promote an
international conversation about global issues. The year culminates in a
trip to a foreign country to heighten participants' awareness with a crosss
cultural comparison. Contact: Janna Haug

*Work and Family Spectrum
222 South Ninth Street

Suite 1720
Minneapolis, MN 55.+02
Phone: 627-2567
Work and Family Spectrum in participation with Minneapolis public
Schools supports and assists those who work and/or live downtown as
they strive to meet the challenges of work and home commitments. Work
and Family spectrum provides access to information and support
regarding family relationships, childcare, eldercare and related personal
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skills through workshops, educational prograffis , resources and
information.
* Women in
the business community have developed organizations of support.
For example:

*fhe fitinnesota 100
A program promoting executive development for women.

*The Minnesota }t/omen's Fund
*National Association
Ittft, Chapter

af

Women Business Owners (NAWBO)

1711 West County Road B
Suite 300 N
Roseville, MN 55113
Phone: (612) 635-0405

*The lfomen's Leadershfp Forum
Has as its sole purpose the sharing of creative resources to promote and
enhance unique leadership characteristics which vvomen bring to
organizations.

"lllomen Venture
2324 University Ave., Suite 200, St. Paul, MN SS114

Phone: 646-3808
A non-profit corporation dedicated to securing a stronger economic future
for women through employment, career development, business
development, and financial education.

Appendix

A
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LEADEHSHIP ASSESSMENT DIMENSIONS
VIS IO N
P-rQblem Analysis: ldentifying problems and analyzing them in component
partsi recognizing underlying assumptions and fallacies in reasoning;
evaluating the relevancy of facts, opinions and inference in forming
conclusions.

lnnovation angl Creativity: Conceptualizing original or unusual ideas to
approach a problem; drawing from diverse resources and combining them in
novel ways.
Alvareness in Dec,ision Making: Awareness of social, environmental and world
views in making decisions; considering ethical and long-term implications of
behaviors; making timely, sound decisions based on these various
perspectives, even under conditions of risk and uncertainty.

PERSUASION
lntelpersonal Sensitivity: Demonstrating respect for others, regardless of
culture, gender or race; appreciating differences in others' abilities and
recognizing how individuals' strengths combine to work together for an
organization; showing sensitivity to the needs of others.
Managino Confligl: Addressing conflict by bringing it into the open: facilitating to
make issues clear and understandable; arriving at constructive, agreed-uponsolutions while maintaining positive working relationships.
Motivatino Others: Demonstrating persuasiveness in prompting others to
action; encouraging others to maximize performance while building
commitment and enthusiasm; building team etforts and fostering a cooperative
spirit in working toward common goals.

Oral Communications: Sending and receiving information clearly, articutately
and concisely; fostering understanding through the use of open-ended
questions, paraphrasing and non-verbal attending; speaking persuasively in an
organized manner.
Written Communications: Clearly conveying meaning in a logical and
organized written form; using appropriate slyle, format, grammar and tone;
succinctly communicating in language appropriate to th! intended audience.
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ACTION
Achieve[E$nt Motivation: Driving to succeed by setting challenging but
attainable goals; taking the initiative to direct one's own activities and the
activities of others to accomplish desired goals.
Administative Skills: Structuring and guiding one's own efforts and the efforts of
others to efficiently meet obiectives; coordinating the use of resources in a way
that maximizes productivity.

Self:Qpnfidence: Demonstrating a realistic belief in one's own strengths and
capabilities; showing assurance in one's belief, abilities and potential without
conceit.
Flexibility and Adaptability: Flesponding effectively to changing demands or
conditions without being rigid; accommodating strategies as situations change
or in the face of adrerslty while maintaining clear limits esablished by reason
and values.
Life ,Balance: Ability to prioritize the relative importance or value of various
activities and properly proportion the amount of time and energy spent on each;
pursuing personal stabilily through involvement in diverse activities.
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CONSENT FOHM:
The Epression ol Women's Leadership: ldentifying Life Choices of Women Leaders
as a Fourtdation for Examining the Nature of Their Leadership'

This focus group is part of my Master's Degree research on women and
leadership at Augsburg Gollege. Hopefully, the information gathered from this study
will further opportunities and recognition for women as leaders in our community.
You have been selected for this study because of your position as a woman
leader by profession, job title, or organization responsibility. I would like to invite you
to participate in this study, with the understanding that ALL THE INFOHMATION I
COLLECT WILL BE THEATED CONFIDENTIALLY. By voluntarily participating in this
group today, you are consenting to the use of the data in an anonymous form. And
you are agreeing to treat the inforrnation given by other participants in a stricily
confidential manner. To minimize risks to any participants, after introductions, please
refrain from using specific full names of persons, organizations or businesses.

There is no financial compensation for your time, but I hope that the process
provide
you with useful food for thought. You are free to stop participation and
will
withdraw from this process at any time.
This discussion will take approximately g0 minutes of your time, and may
require some reflection and thought. I encourage you to answer as candidly ai
possible. lf you find a particular question unclear or confusing, please ask for
clairification. In order to document the information discussed, this session will be tape
recorded and later transcribed. To promote anonymity of the data, the recorder will be
turned on after introductions. Thereafter, the facilitator wiil refer to you by first name
only. The researcher will be the only person with access to all the information. Tapes
and transcripts will be retained in the researchers records for documentation purposes
only.
lf you would like more information about the study, I would be glad to send you a
summary of the findings. lf you are interested in the complete researih and survey
results, they will be available at the Augsburg College library by summer of 1gg4.
I would like to thank you in advance for your cooperation in providing
information which wlll help me and other ri/omen grow as leaders.
Si
,1

Jody Flosenbloom, candidflte for Master of Arts in Leadership
Au0sburg college, Advisor: Professor Norma Noonan

IRB #g4-7-g
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Date

I have read and understand the terms stated on the other side of this sheet.
I understand the researchers have taken care to protect confidentiality I
understand, that while we've been discouraged to do so, there is risli that
other participants may talk about aspects ofour discussion outside of the
group.

.

Signature:

Print

Name

Please fill in the following as consent to listing you among the of focus group
participants and their position titles in the appendix of the research document. Please
consider this, since I believe the incluslon of participants' names and titles increases

the educational opportunity for leadership modeling and enhancement. This is by no
means required in addition to participation in the focus group.

Signature:_

Print Name:

Position

(

Current_Former)
Organization:

here if you would like to receive a summary of the research
findings
-Check

THAHK.YOU
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FOCUS .GROUP QUESTTqN GUtpE

Sections I and ll are as a "trigger" exercise only (10 minutes)

l. lntroduction: Here because we want to talk with you as leaders.
-Name, title and organization, position full-time or part-time
-Explain use of tape recorder.
-Make sure all participants have signed consent.
-Turn on recorder.
ll. What leader do you most admire (past or present)?

-What do you admire about this leader?

-what leadership qualities in particular are positives?
'what qualities about this person do you reast admire?
-When you think about being a leader, what other qualities come to mind?
-Do you see yourselves as leaders? ln what ways?

'ln what

Hrays don't you see yourselves as leaders (according to your definition
of leadership attributes)?

lll.

FILL OUT TIMELIHE (15 minutes) With open invitation to add to form as
you think of things throughout the focus group. Brief description of information
in each timeline section.
4= Lifqcygle elrents: Birth of siblings, adoptions, move residence, weddings,
divorces, deaths, medical conditions, life changing experience/events.
b. Education: significant compretions or interruptions
q- J.obs/Oroanizatipnal positions: List significani nistory, causes of change
d. Lgadership positions: List leadership positions in any arena
e. ldentity 3 kev decisionJroints.
f. List kev co-nsiderations at the time of each key decision point identified.

lV. When did you first experience

(10 minutes)

A

being a leader? What did you do?

'o:,0?i,tli?lHfr*e

B.

about it?
-Distike?
How did you go about choosing to become a leader then?

C.

ilffi*".TJd,i,?0"?'i,,",, How did they?
-What influenced you? How did that happen?
Hav-e you had other leadership roles? Wnit was the experience like

-ffi

for you?

hatM/ho was influential? Hole models? Gircumstances?
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What motivated you to take on this position of leadership? (20

minutes)

A *n1nfii:iil.iltr;X
B.

fi'JI,,fJTt

to the decision?

- What other motivations did you have?
How has the experience been?

c"'##flirEjfidi:lrlf#,H#r'b?
t

-What is lacking for you?

D. Have you had any supporUguidance/mentoring from others
job?'

:niffi ,i-,1L I3iI..,ll"H;T?l

in this

flffiiiii}]il,fl,lH

J,

l'

)

-lf you could have more supporUguidance/ help, what would you
wish for?

vl.

what is your work environment like? (1s minutes)

A. What is it like for women?
B. What is it like for leaders, male and female?
C. Have you ever been harrassed, put down? What about other

women?
-How do you feel about that? Has that influenced your ability to be
productive/committed to the job? How?
D. What are the benefits like?
-Do the benefits support your needs? ln what ways?
-Don't they?
E. What other work environment issues are helpful? harmful? ,

Vll. About your household: How many are in your household? (10
minutes)

A *Tf,i",ffi
x,'',,ffiJ*',t

Jlfr

I-Ti

:l3 !E JT"l,,,

iffi*

i

at

e

househo

ItilTtJ?tX1L5':H"J,',heseresponsibirities?
B. Does this affect your ability to do your job? How?
C. Was there a time when you woutd not have taken as much

r

d

(

irr

responsibility at work as you have now? When? What would have
affectEd this decision?
Do yoq
leel like you have enough time for yourself? What do you do
ro r

D

-

:il,ffi

,ffi
: rr1fi

J',,ffJ,,
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E. lf you were asked to take this job tomorrow, would you? For what
reasons?
F. Would you take another leadership role? For what reasons? lf not, for what
reasons?

Vlll. If you were to advise or help young girls (10 years and older)
to become leaders, what would you offer? (Last 10 minutes: important
summary)
-Access to role models
-Experiences in leadership
-Advice
-Educational experiences
-Life experiences
-Other:

THANK.YOU

C
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Focus Grouo Particioants

Trial Group: Npvember 1993

Beryl J. Deskin
Manager of Audio Video Unit
Lutheran Brotherhood
Elizabeth Childs
Program Associate
State Arts Board

Reva Rosenbloom
Former President of Epitome (Retail Business)
Former President of Minneapolis Federation of Jewish Service

Fggus Group: June 22. 1994

Myrna Marof sky
Consultant
Professional Development Group

Ann K. Ryan
Free-Lance Writer
Board Chair: The LOFT (Writing-Literary Center)
College of Saint Catherine's: Adjunct Faculty (English Department) and Advisor to
Campus Newspaper

Sheva Sanders
Lawyer
Lindquist and Vennam

Carol Sarnat
Manager, Environmental Liability Services
DPHA lncorporated
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Focus Group: J-une 28. 1994

Anonymous (Not given permission to be listed in document)
Director (community based organization)

Jan Del Calzo
Former Commissioner
Metropolitan Airports Gomm ission

Florence Gray
Former Associate Program Director, Comprehensive Epilepsy Program
Department of Neurology, University of Minnesota

Cynthia Scott
Assitant Editor, Southwest Journal
Former Editor and Publisher, Eoual fime Newspaper

C
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November 1994
Dear

This questionnaire is part of my Master's Degree research on u/omen and
leadership at Augsburg College. Hopefully, the information gathered from this study
will further opportunities and recognition for women as leaders in our community.
You have been selected for this study because of your position as a woman
leader by profession, job title, or organization responsibility. I would like to invite you
to participate in this study, with the understanding that ALL THE INFOHMATION I
COLLECT WILL BE TREATED CONFIDENTIALLY. By filling out the questionnaire
and returning it, you are consenting to the use of the data in an anonymous form.
There is no financial compensation for your time, but I hope that the process will
provide you with useful food for thought.
This questionnaire will take approximately one hour of your time, and may
require some reflection and thought. I encourage you to answer as candidly as
possible. lf you find a particular question unclear or confusing, please clarity your
answers with a note. Please return your completed questionnaire in one the enclosed
stamped envelopes within the next two weeks.
Enclosed is also a consent form for listing you among questionnaire
respondents and their position titles in the appendix of the research document. please
consider this, since I believe the inclusion of participants' names and titles increases
the educational opportunity for leadership modeling and enhancement. This is by no
means required in addition to fiiling out the questionnaire.
lf you would like more information about the study, I would be glad to send you a
summary of the findings . lf you are interested in the complete research and survey
results, they will be available at the Augsburg College library by summer of 1gg5.
I would like to thank you in advance for your cooperation in providing
information which will help me and other women grow as leaders.
Si

Jody frosenbloom
Candidate for Master of Arts in Leadership
Augsburg College
Advisor: Professor Norma Noonan
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CONSENT FOHM:
The Epresion of Women's Leadership:
ldertifying Life Choices of Wornen Leaders
as a Foundation for Examining the Nature of Their Leadrship'

Date

I have completed and sent in the questionnaire, I consent to being listed
among the questionnaire participants and their position titles in the
appendix of the research document.
Signature:

As I want myself Iisted in the appendix:
Name
Position Title (_Current_Former):
Organization.

Dear

participants,

:

Please consider this, since I believe the incluslon of participants' names and
titles increases the educational opportunity for leaddrship inodeling and
enhancement. This is by no means requirbO in addition tb filling out the
questionnaire.

m, Candidate for Master of Afis in Leadersh ip
College, Advisor: Professor Norma Noonan

rHB# 94-7-3

here if you would like to receive a summary of the research findings

-Check
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OU ESTION NAIHE
Your selection for this sulvey was based on the perception of you as a
leader. The following guestions are to explore the life choices of women
leaders. I see this questionaire as a dialogue and encourage you to
make comments to add to or critique what is asked of you. ln all
questions with answer options listed, check all answers that apply unless
otherwise instructed. Thank-you for your cooperation.

SECTION ]:

1. What is your title?
2. Describe what type of organization/company

you work for?

3. What is the size of your company/organization?

_a. Fewer than 25 employees
_ b. 26-100 employees
_c. 100-500 employees
_d. Over 500 employees
4. Your current employment status is:

_a.
_b.
_c.
_d.
_e.

Full-tirne/ paid
Part-time/paid
Full-timefuolunteer
Part- timerlolunteer
Other
(explain):

5.

How long have you held this position?_years

6. Within your organization, has this position historically been held by
women?
Yes
No

_a.
_b.

105
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7. What is the proportion of male to female employees

_a.
_b.
_c.

_ b.

106

in your organization?

Mostly women
Mostly men
About equal

8. Your immediate supervisor

_a.

D

is:

Female
Male

9. What are your

main responsibilities in this position?

a

b
c
d

e

10' lf your job entails supervising staff, how many people are you responsible
for?

.

Describe your work schedule in an average week: (indicate with a
percentagB)
11

Total Hours

_Day

WorkedAffeek

hours (6a.m.-Gp.m.)

_Night

hours (6p.m.-Sa.m.)

_Weekend

hours

gtructureMeek

_Hours

are set

_Hours

are flexible

LocationArVeFk

_Hours at home
_Hours at office
Hours travellocal
_Hours traveldistance

Appendix

1. How did you obtain your current
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position?

_a.
_b.

I was promoted from within the company/organization
I was hired to fill a newly established position
I was hired as part of a company/organization transition
(eg. restructuring, downsizing, merger, aquisition)
I was courted from a similar position elsewhere by a head-hunter,
colleague, etc.
I was elected
I was appointed
g. I own the business
I found out about the position through networking
I was hired to help the company comply with affirmative action

-c.
-d.
_e.
_f.
_h.

-i. i. Irequirement
was willing to work under almost any conditions since I was compelled
_k.

to work on an issue that was important to me
Other (explain)

2- What motivated you to take this position of leadership? (Ftank in order of
priority: most important is number 1)
El.

_c.
-o
_d.
o
v.

Financial rewards
lnterest in the worUcause
Desire to lead others
Personal recognition
Other (explain

3.

As you look back on your life, who if anyone, influenced/inspired/encouraged
you to take on leadership roles?

_a.
_b.
_c.
_d.

Mother
Father
Other family member
Comrnunity leader

_e. Teacher
_h.
_f. Former employer _i.

__9.

Mentor

i.

Friend
Other (specrty)
No one

4- What was the event or series of events , if f,Dy, that motivated you to become
a leader for the first time?

Appendix

5. What do you like about

6. What do you dislike
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being a leader?

about being a leader?

7. Will you continue to take on leadership roles? lf so, for what reasons? lf not
for what reasons?

8.

How were you trained/prepared for your current position? (Rank in order of
influence: most important begins with number i)

_a.
_b.
_c.
_d.
_e.
_f.
j.
_h.

i.

9.

Training provided by your current employer
Education funded by your employer
Experience you gained at previous employment
Experience you gained through volunteer work
Opportunities that your family provided
Additional formal education
Changes in your personal growth
Other (explain)
None

Have

_a.
_b.

you had peer/colleague support within the organization?

No

Yes. lf yes, how?
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10. Have you had other types of peer/colleague support? (Hank in order of
importance: most important is number

1)

_4.

Professio nal associatio ns
b. Supportive work team
lnformal group of friend (eg. for sports, dining, book club)
Attend religious services
Therapist
12-step group

_c.
_d.
_e.
_f.
_9.
11

Other (specify)

. Did/do you have a mentor?

_a.
_b.
_c.

lhaveamentor
ln the past I have had a mentor, but not currently.
No mentor ever

11a. lf you have had a mentor, in what ways has your mentor influenced
yo u?

_a. Otfered information
b. Aided political understanding
_c. Given emotional support
_d. Fostered networking in professional circles
_e. Other (explain)
11b. ls your mentor:

_a.
_b.

Female
Male

11c. Have you been a mentor to:

_a.
_b.

Men
Women

Explain:

Appendix
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12. Have you ever experienced:

_a.

b.

c.

Sexual harassment
Gender based pay inequity
Sexual discrimination

'12a. Has this influenced your choice of work environment? How?

12b. Has this influenced your leadership choices? How?

13. Describe what organizational benefits have supported your

needs:

Work hours:
,

Vacation:

Health Care:
Child Care/Elder Care:
Pension:
Other:

14. Describe what organizational lack of benefits has limited or inhibited
your needs:

1

10

Appendix
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IlI: YOUR LEADERSHIP ROLE

D

11

IN THE CONTEXT OF YOUH LIFE

1. Which roles characterize you at this point in your life?

_a. Parent
_b. Spouse/Partner
_c. Employee
_d. Employer
_e. Primary bread winner
_f . Financial contributor to household
Homemaker (primarily responsible for household chores, cooking, etc.)
Community volunteer
_h.
-9.
_i. Career woman
. i. Other (specify)
2. Of the roles that apply, which are most important to you? (1-most important)
1

2
3

3. Using the same list in section lll, guestion 1: How did you define yourself five
years ago(rank in order of priority)?

4- Thinking about your past expectations, what
today?

5.

What roles were unexpected?

roles did you expect to have

1
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6. Who is responsible for household chores?
Self

Spouse/Partner

Other

Cleaning

Meal making
Social arrangemen ts
Household repairs
Laundry
Finances/Bills

Other: (describe)
7

. Does the distribution of household chores affect your job/leadership

position? Explain.

1.

What are the ages of your children?

2. How has having children atfected your role as a leader/career person?

_a.
_b.
_c.
_d.

a little
a lot
more than expected
less than expected
Explain:
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3. Who has responsibility for the care of your children?

_a.
_b.
_c.
_d.
_e.

Self
Spouse/partner
Shared care between:
Paid provider
Other: (describe)

3a.

How does this work out?

4.

For each child , how long vyas your work interrupted by child
bearing/adoption?

5.

Were there any major changes in your work environment when you
returned? lf so, please describe.

_b.
-a.
_c.
_d.
_e.
_f.

Attitude of employer/organization toward combining family and work
Attitude of colleagues
Job description
Organizational structure
Your attitude
Other:

S-ECTION V: GENEFAL DEMOGBAPHICS

1. How old are you?
2. Who composes your

household:

a. Self

_b. With a roommate (s). How many?_
. c. With children. How many?_
_d. With a spouse/life partner
. e. With extended family. please describe:

1

13
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3. What is the highest level of formal education you
Age started

_4.

High School

_b.

College Degree
Trade/App renticeship Skill
Master's Degree

C.

_d.
_e.
f.

114

have completed?

Age completed

Doctorate
Other:

4. Marital status:

_a. Married
_b. Single and not living with partner
_c. Single and living with partner
_d. Separated
_e. Divorced
_f. Widowed
5. You are responsible

for

o/o

of household financial needs.

expenses include:

_a.
_b.

Children
School (_for self_for dependents)
c. Housing (_mortgage_rent)
Medical, if other than insurance, please explain:
Dependent extended family . please explain:
Transportation
Debt
h. Other (explain)

_e.
-d, .
_f
_9.

6. source of household income (check all that apply):
a. Your salary

Salary of other household members
Child support
Alimony or other divorce settlement
a lnheritance
Trusl Funds
g. lnvestments
_h. Government Assistance
Other:

_c.
-o
_d.
vr

-t

Your major

Appendix

7. How would you describe your current household's
_Need more money
_Seem to have enough for whats needed
_Have more than enough

D

1
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earnings:

SECTIQN.VI: DESCFIBING THE HOUSEHOLD IN WHICH YOU WEHE
RAISED

1.

List the siblings/children who lived with you during your childhood:
]rounger than vou by # years

older than you by # vgars

_Brothers

_Sisters
Other

2.

List the adults who lived with you and their relationship to you:

3.

List the main household chores and who was responsible for doing each:

4.

Describe the employment history of the household financial provider(s):

Father

a.

Longterm employee of one company
b. Self employed entrepreneur
c. Several job changes

d. Periods

of unemployment

e. Other (describe)

-

Mother

Other:_

Appendix

5.

Seemed to need more money
Seemed to have enough for what was needed
Seemed to have more than enough

Describe the education levels of household members:

person

grade

degree completed/trade
or skill

attitude towards education

orandparF==r!E

maternal

paternal

palents

sibl-ngs

othel
7

- Did/does your ethnic or religious background

and aspirations? lf so, how?

8.

1

General household finances:

_a.
_b.
_c.
6.

D

atfect your life expectations

Describe the community you were predominantly raised in:
Urban
Large (+500,000 residents)
Flural
Medium(20,000-499,000 residents)
Suburban
Small (under 20,000 residents)
ln the U.S.A.
Other country (specity)

_a.
_b.
_c.
_d.

_e.

_f.
_9.
_h.
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9.

ln what ways were your household members involved in your community
when you were a child?

THANK.YOU FOH YOUR TIME

Comments on the questions asked, thoughts that occured to you,
and suggestions:
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Questionnai re -Ee.Sponde nts
Listed by the leadership title or role each participant stated at the time they filled
out the questionnaire. Several respondents have since changed jobs or
moved.

Anonymous
Former Coordinator/Founder, Public School District Education Program

Anonymous
CEO, Hetail Store Chain

Anonymous
Judge, Hennepin County District Court

Anonymous
Director of Community Outreach Services

Anonymous
Community Affairs Manager, Corporation

Jean Anderson
Executive Director, Cooperating Fund Drive

Sharon Roe Anderson
Director, Reflective Leadership Center
Humphrey lnstitute, University of Minnesota

Jacqui Banaszynski
Assistant Managing Editor, S.aint Paul Pioneer Press

Martha Farrell Erickson, Ph.D.
Director, Ghildren, Youth and Family Consortium, University of Minnesota

Cathy de Moll
President, TBT lnternational, lnc.

Deborah Frishberg
Operations Manager, United Stores

Dana Fox, Ph.D.
Program Director, washburn child Guidance center

Appendix

Mae E. Gaskins, Ed. D.
Vice President of Marketing and Partnership Development
Education Alternatives, lnc.

Jennifer K. Gasperini
Director, Center for Global Environmental Education, Hamline University

Susan Hill Gross
Director, Upper Midwest Women's History Center

Peg LaBore
Executive Director, Family Tree Clinic, lnc.

Jane Livingston
Director Strategic Planning, ADC Telecommunications

Margaret A. Lulic
Founder, Work-Life Guidance and Blue Edge Publishing

Maggie (Margaret Jo) Madden
Regional Counsel, Trust for Public Land

Cynthia Mayeda
Chair, Dayton Hudson Foundation

Marie McNeff
lnterim Academic Dean, Augsburg College

Rhoda Michaelynn
Business Owner
Former Senior Vice President, American Public Hadio

Denise S. Ittitten
Executive Director, Woodswomen, lnc.

Jane Ranum
Minnesota State Senator and Assistant Hennepin County Attorney

Susan Sand
(Prefers no categorization by title)

Karen Shanberg
Manager/Naturalist, Wood Lake Nature Center, City of Richfield

D

1
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M.C. Peg Sierk
Assistant Vice President, Northwestern National Life lnsurance Co.

Barbara Stuhler
Writer/Co m m unity Activist
Ftetired Professor/Executive Associate Dean,

Continuing Education and Extension, University of Minnesota

Ann E. Tobin
General Counsel, Diversified Pharmaceutical Services, lnc.

Colleen Kay Watson
President, Career Professionals

Sandra Joyce Cole Wilkinson, DDS
Dentist, Private Practice
Assistant Clinical Professor, University of Minnesota School of Dentistry

Lori Larson Yesnes
American Express Financial Advisors
Additional 2 respondents rejected as ineligible based on non-compliance as
determined by title and job responsibilities.
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Hotes on Distilling Quantif iable Data f rom the Questionnaire
Question

Section

Use q[ Data

'l

1 and2

Listed all the responses and determined distinct categories

flables 1 A 2).
3

Used categories listed. Concern: By terming the working group

as employees created confusion with categorizing possible
volunteer constituency.
4

Used categories listed. Other designated entreprenuers and
consultants and those with an uneven flow of income. Former
positional leaders were counted as if still employed.

5

Entered actual number of years.

tr

Used categories listed. Yes included founders and firsts.

7

Used categories listed.

I

Added: No superuisor.

g

Not used. Answers with too much diversity and difference in

emphasis and detail.
10

Not used. Non-applicable.

11

Modified to yes/no responses for flexibilty and travel due to
unclear numbers mixing percentages and actual hours.

Section ll
1

Tabulated actual and modified categories. Some respondents
indicated more than one option. Entered yes/no to each category

for each respondent.
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Section ll cont'd

2

Used categories listed plus

one. Flespondents did not rank but

check what applied.

3

Broadened categories to family (parents/siblings), workplace and
community (teacher, clergy, mentor).

4

Catalogued by type of event (e.g. issue, expectation, activity) and

time frames (childhood, adolescence, early adulthood, adult).

51617

The answers to open-ended questions about general likes and
dislikes about being a leader (Section l: # 5, G, &7) were

categorized. The categories personal, family, and workplace were
loosely identifiable as variables from the theoretical model.
Flesponses otten included perspectives from several categories.

I

Broadened categories to personal, family, workplace and

community. Flespondents did not follow directions to rank but
checked what was applicable.

I
10

Used categories lisled.
Broadened categories to personal, family, workplace and
community.

11

Simplified to yes/no: 1) Ever had a mentor?,Z1Ever been a
mentor?

12

simplified to ye#no: 1) Ever experienced?, a) Did this influence?

13t14

used only as anecdotal. often no or rimited response.

S-ection lll
1

counted number of roles. categorized by family, workplace and
community.
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Section lll cont'd

2
3
415
6

Used top priority only, by category.
Unuseable.
Same process for use as 5/6ff in section ll
Summarized into 3 choices: chores done majority by self, other or
equal share.

7

Condensed to yes/no.

Se_ction lV
1

Used only number of children.

2

Used categories listed.

31415

Unuseable responses incomplete and ditficult to categorize.

Section V
1

Entered actual age

2

Entered actual number. Complications with categorizing divorced

parent households or blended families when living arrangements
are joint.
3

Used categories listed.

4

Used catgories listed. Confusion with categorizing remarriage.

5

Flecorded percentage only.

6

Summarized into three choices: self, other, or self /other.

7

Used categories as listed.

Section Vl
1

Summarized to three choices: OldesUonly/eldest female, middle,
or youngest.

2

summarized to three choices: Two parent, single parent, or other.
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1As

lnstitutional Fleview Board (lHB) Approval

Application for approyal to use human subjects in research require the following
assurances and signatures:
(l"lote: original inked signarucs arc requircd: no $arnps or "pcr- sigrutures allowed)
Thc sigrraalres bclow c=nifY

tlur

. Ttrc informadon providcd in this applicarion form Ls correcr. Thc Principal Invesdgator will scck and obuin prior uric,cn approval
rhc proposal,

from the IF-B for any subsunrive modification in
including, bur not timitcd ro changes in cmpcraring invesdgaors, agencies as well as chuges rn

procldrrrEs-

. Unexpead or otherwise significanr adverse evenui in drc coursc of rhis surdy will be promprly rcponcd. Any significar ncw hndings which dcveiop dr:ring thc coursc of rfiis study which may affect rhc rsks alrd beneiiu ro
participadon will be reponcd in u,ridng rc *re IRB and

o

dre subjecu.

. The rcscarch may not bc inidated rurril ftg1l *ri,qen anoroval

is granad.

This rescarch. oncs approved, is subjecr ro condnuing rcvicw and appront by rhe IRB. The PI will comply wirh all IRB
requesui to repon on he sutus of this study and will mainain records of tiis research according m IRB guidelines.

If

thesc condidoru are no[ mct- approval of this rescarch could bc suspended.

Signaurc of Principal Investigarcr

S

Da

ignanrre of Co-lnvestigarcr

harr

gnaune of Co-lnvesdgaor

Daa-

Si

Student Rescarch: As acadcmic advisor to thc student invrstigator, I-essume responsibility for ensuring that the
student complics sith College end federal regulations rrgarding rhc use of Human Subjecs in rescarch:

Sigruorc of Academic Advisor

Da

?-l

Faculty/SulTRscarch: As dtpartrntnt chair, I rcknou'hdge that this research is in kerping with thc standards
set by our deparulent and essure that thc principlc invc5ligsjor has mct all departmental requirements for

rrvie* rnd epproval of this research.

Signaure of Departmcnt Chair

Signaure of IRts Chair

Darc

St*e
*

lLl-1- t

oaw,t-21-q{

Augsburg College
Lindell Library
Minneapolis, MN 55454
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Section YI cont'd

314
5
6
7

Unuseable,
Used categories listed.
Consolidated

to:

Valued (2 or more generations) or not.

Entered as yes/no. Though respondents may have had either
positive or negative view of affect.

I

Summarized to three categories: rural/small, suburban/urban
large, and moved a lot.

I

Entered as yes/no.

